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U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTIOt; AGENCY 

Office of Pesticide Programs 

Registration DIvision (750SC) 

]200 Pennsylvania Ave., J\. V.I. 

Washington. D.C. 20460 

NOTICE OF PESTICIDE: 
...x Registration 
_ Reregistration 

(under FIFRA, as amended) 

Name and Address of Registrant (include ZIP Code): 

Drexel Cherrilcal Company 
P.O. Box 13327 
Memphis, TN 38113-0327 

EPA Reg. Number: Date of Issuance: 

19713-598 January 24, 2007 

Term of Issuance: 

FROM: January 24,2007 
TO:January24,2009 

Name of Pesticide Product: 

Drexel Master Fume AG 

Note: Changes in labeling differing in substance from that accepted in connection with this registration must-be submitted to and accepted by the 

Registration Division prior to use of the label in cormnerce . .In any contspondence on this product alwaysrefer to the above EPA registration number. 

On the basis of information furnished by the registrant. the above named pesticide is hereby fl!gisteredireregistered under the Federallnsecticide, Fungicide 

and Rodenticide Act 

Registration is in no way to be construed as an endorsement or recommendation of this product by the Agency. In order to protect health aod the 

environment, the Administrator, on ills motion, may at any time suspend or cancel the registration of a pesticide in accordance with the Act. The acceptance 

of any name in connection with the registration ofa product under this Act is oot to be construed as giving the registrant a right to exclusive use ofthe name 

or to its use if it has been covered by others. 

This product is conditionally registered in accordance with FIFRA section 3(c)(7)(A) provided 
that you: 

1. The submitted Stewardship Plan is vague and relies too heavily on the distributor. In addition, 
training and certification portions appear to be a "one-time" requirement versus annual and the 
plan lacks a mechanism enforced by the registrant that will restrict misuse situations. The plan 
also needs to disclose a product/program coordinator to oversee the program and the number of 
paid personnel that will serve as Stewardsltrainers. A revised plan must be submitted to the 
Agency within 30 days from the date of this notice. This is a time-limited registration, therefore 
registration may be revoked if an acceptable Stewardship Plan is not submitted. 

2. Once detennined acceptable by the Agency, the Stewardship Plan must be maintained by Drexel 
Chemical Company. -

Signature of Approving Official: Date: 

, ._., ;<c / ---/.J 

~~~ JAM z.4 1JYJJ 

Insecticide-Rodenticide Branch, Registration Division (7505P) 
EPA Fonn 8570-6 
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3. Submit and/or cite all data required for registration/reregistration of your product when the 
Agency requires all registrants of similar products to submit such data. 

4. Make the following changes to the label before the product is released for shipment: 
a. Revise the EPA Registration Number to read "EPA Reg. No. 19713-598". 

b. The sections "Environmental Hazards" and "Physical or Chemical Hazards ", as 
found on page 3 of the applicator's manual, must also be included on the container 
label. 

c. The statement, "Refer to the Master Fume Ag Applicator's Manualfor additional 
precautionalY in/ormation and Directions for Use. "must be added to the label in a 
predominant location. . 

d. Within the WARRANTY DISCLAIMER section of the label, rephrase the sentence 
"Drexel Chemical Company MAKES NO OTHER EXPRESS OR 1MPLIED ... " to read 
"To the extent consistent with applicable la,,', Drexel Chemical Compan:v MAKES 
NO OTHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED ... ". 

e. Within the paragraph above the ingredients statement, include the sentence 
"Application personnel must participate in Drexel Chemical's Sulfuryl Fluoride 
training and stewardship program, Master Train." 

3. Make the following changes to the applicator's manual before released for shipment: 
a. Both "eggs, dried" and "milk, powdered" must be deleted from the COMMODITIES 

THAT CAN BE FUMIGATED table located on page 4. 

b. Within the first colunm, "Tarp Materiaf', of Table I (pa§e 10), the fourth and fift~ 
cells from the top should be rephrased "Tarp E, 7.2 oz/yd-" and "Talp C, 9.6 ozlyd-". 

c. Although not required, it is recommended that the Fumigation Management Plan 
appear earlier in the applicator's manual than its current location in Chapter 9 (for 
example, to appear after Chapter 2). 

d. Within the WARRANTY DISCLAIMER section ofthe Applicator's Manual, 
rephrase the sentence "Drexel Chemical Company MAKES NO OTHER EXPRESS 

OR IMPLIED ... " to read "To the extent consistent with applicable law, Drexel 
Chemical Company MAKES NO OTHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED ... ". 

4. Container label and Applicator's Manual constitute the entire master label for this product. 
In addition to the label, Stewardship Plan and Applicator's Manual, a "Master Fume Fact 
Sheet" was submitted to the Agency. Please note that this document is not considered part 
of the label and therefore was not reviewed by the Agency. 

5. In addition to the revised Stewardship Plan, submit one copy of the revised final printed 
labeling (container label and applicator's manual) for the record before you release the 



product for shipment. 

If these conditions are not complied with, the registration will be subject to cancellation in 
accordance with FIFRA section 6(e). Your release for shipment of the product constitutes acceptance of 
these conditions. 

A stamped copy of the label is enclosed for your records. 

Enclosure 

Meredith F. Laws 
Chief 
lnsecticide-Rodenticide Branch 
Registration Division (7505P) 



RESTRICTED USE PESTICIDE 
(Due To Acute Inhalation Toxicity Of Sulfuryl Fluoride) 

FOR SALE TO AND USE ONLY BY CERTIFIED APPLICATORS OR PERSONS UNDER THEIR DIRECT SUPERVISION AND ONLY 
FOR THOSE USES COVERED BY THE CERTIFIED APPLICATOR'S CERTIFICATION. AN APPLICATOR CERTIFIEO BY THE STATE 
MUST BE PRESENT ON SITE AT ALL TIMES DURING INTRODUCTION OF FUMIGANT, REENTRY PRIOR TO AERATION, AND 
INITIATION OF THE AERATION PROCEDURE. 

CONTAINER LABEL 

MASTER FUME: AG ... 
Gas Fumigant 

For control of rodent, insect and other invertebrate pests. 

Use Sites: Food handling establishments (e.g .• bakeries, food pro
duction facilities. mills, pet food facilities, warehouses. etc.), 
Non-residential structures. stationary transportation vehicles (rail
cars, shipping containers. trucks, etc .. excluding aircraft and 
passenger railcars), temporary and permanent fumigation cham
bers, and storage structures. 

Read the entire container label and Applicator's Manual before 
using this prOduct. The Applicator's Manual must be in the user's 
possession during fumigation. If the Applicator's Manual is lost, 
obtain a replacement copy from your distributor or Drexel Chemi· 
cal Company. 

ACTIVE INGREDIENT: 
sulfuryl fluoride .,', ........ , ........ , .. 

OTHER INGREDIENTS: ", ....... , .. " .... , 
TOTAL: ........ , .......... , .. , ... . 

99.8% 
0.2% 

100.0% 

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN 

DANGER .. IIA£ PELIGRO 
POISON ;,~ VENENO 

SI usted no enU,.nde la etiqueta, busque a alguien para que H Ie eKpllque a uated 
en detalle. (II you do n01 understand the label or Appllc.tor's Manuat. lind someone 
to exptain ill0 'fou In detail.) 

See FIRST AID Below 
EPA Reg. No. 19713-598 
EPA Est No Net Contents' 

FIRST AID 
In a" cases 0' overexposure, such a. nau ... , dlfflculty In breathing, 
abdominal pain, sk)wing of movements and .peech, numbn ••• in 
utremltie., get medical anenllon Immediately. Take person to a doctor 
or emergenc\" treatment facility. 

IF INHALED: 
• Move person to fresh air. 
• I person is not breathing, cal 911 or an amblAal"lCe, then give artificial 

respiration, preferably by molAIHo-mo\Ah. 
• Caft a poiSOI') control certer or doctor for fl.nher treatment advice. 

fF ON SKIN OR CLOTHING: 
• May cause ffbslbite to ~roWlcted skin lPOn cortaet with dispensing 

equpmert wt-en gas Is discharged. mmediately apply ....ater 10 
contamiMted area of clothing before removing. 

• Once area I'lls thawed, remove coriamlnated Clothing, shoes, aOO other 
Items cowril'YJ skin 

• Rin;e skin immediately with plerty of water lor 15 to 20 min..tes. 
• CaD a poiSOI') control carter or doctor tor trealrnert advice. 

MASTEA FUME is a trademark 01 DrelUll Chemical ~y. 

FIRST AID (Con't) 

IF IN EVES, 
• May cause "cryogenic blm" if elq)osed. Hold eye open and rinse slowly and 

gertly with water for 15·20 mirues. 
• Remove coriact lenses. if present, alter the first 5 mirlJtes, tt-en contirue 

rinsing eyt'l. 
• The ~qLid form 01 this prodl.Ct in the eye may cause damage dU3 to 

refrigeration or freezing. 
• CaM a poison cortrol cel1er or doctor for treatment advice. 

Cal a poison cortrol cemr or doctor for treatment advice. Have the prodlCt 
coriainer or \abel with you v.tlen calirg a poison col1ro1 certer or doctor, or 
going for treatrnert. For irtormation on this pesticide prodLCt (incWing health 
concerns, medical emergencies or pesticide i1rideris), caltha National 
Pesticide Wormation Center at 1...aOO...a58·7378. 

No" to Physician: This produ:;t is a gas which tes ro waning properties 
stx:h as odor or eye irritation (Eariy s)fI'IPlOlTlS of e~sure to !tis prodlCt are 
respiratory initation and carital nervous sy.;tem depreSSion EJCitation may 
lolow, Slowed mowmert, redu::ed 8'MlreneSS, and slow or garbled speech 
may be noted. Prolol'9ad expostxe can produce IlIlg irritation, plJrnonary 
edema, M8i.6ea, and abdominal pain Repeated elCpOsJXe to high 
concerinltions can reslJl: in sigrificant k.rlg an::! kidney damage. Single 
e~SlI'es at ligh concertrations have reslited in death. Treat 
s)mPDmaticaly. 

PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS 
Hazards to Humans and Dom .. tlc Animals 

OANGER: Fatal if inhaled. Causes irreversibie eye damage. Liquid causes 
freeze bums of exposed skin. May be fatal if swallowed. 
Do not breathe vapor. 00 not get In eyes, on skin, or on clothing. This 
product is odorless and colorless. Exposure to toxic levels may occur 
without waming or detection by the user. 
PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT (PPE) 
Wear splash resistant goggles or lull face shield when handling the liquid 
product during introduction of fumigant or when working around any lines 
containing fumigant under pressure. Do not wear gloves or rubber boots. 
Do not reuse clothing or shoes that have become contaminated with the 
liquid lorm of this product until thoroughly aerated. Wear loose fitting or 
well-v'entilated Iong·sleeve Shirt, long pants, shoes and socks. 
Respiratory Protection 
II the concentration of this product in the fumigated area does not exceed 
1 ppm-, no respiratory protection is required. When this concentration is 
exceeded or wherl the concentration of this product is unknown, all per· 
sons in these areas must 'Wear a NIOSH or MSHA approved positive 
pressure self-contained breathing apparatus (SCBA, not SCUBA), approval 
number prefix TC·19C, or combination air-suppliedlSCBA respirator such 
as manufactured by Drasger, Ranger, Survivair, Scoll, or MSA. This SCBA 
must be on site and operational before fumigation. Before using any mak.e 
or brand of SCBA, learn how to use it correctly. Determine that it is in 
good working order, has an adequate air supply lor the job at hand, fits 
property, and provi(Ms an adequate seal around the face. 

-As measured by a detectIon device with suffiCient senSItivity [Limit 01 DetectIon (LOD) < 
1 PI)f'I1} SUCh as an INTEASCAN gas analyz.er [Model CF 1900} or MIRAN vapor analyz.er 
[SapphIAel 

CONTAINER lABEL·0706 pending 
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STORAGE AND DISPOSAL 
Do not contaminate waler, lood or feed by storage and disposal. 
PESTICIDE STORAGE: Store in dry. cool, well ventilated area under 
lock and key. Post as a pesticide storage area. 
CYLINDER STORAGE: Storing indoors in occupied areas in buildings 
is not recommended. Store In an adequately dry, cool, well ventilated 
secured and locked area. Post as a pesticide storage area. All cylin
ders (full, partially full, or emply) should be stored in an upright (ver
lical) position with safely caps and protective bonnets securely in place. 
Secure cylinders to prevent being Imocked over during storage, trans
port, weighing, and fumigant release. Secure in a manner that does 
not deface the label. Various stale and local authorities may regulate 
the storage of this product. Be certain 10 check with the appropriate 
authorities in your area. 
iI cylinders are stored in an enclm;ad area without proper ventilation, 
the area must be lested lor leaks using an Interscan or Miran ana
lyzer, or similar device of sufficient sensitivity, so persons entering 
or working in the general area will !"lOt be exposed to concentrations of 
more than 1 ppm 01 this product. Contact your state and local authori
ties for additional guidelines. 
TRANSPORTATION OF CYLlNDE~S: Transport cylinders capPEld and 
secured in an upright position. On ~ublic roads, transport securely only 
in an upright position. During transport. special care must be taken to 
prevent rough handling or mechanical shock such as dropping, bump
ing, dragging, or sliding. Also, dip tubes can be broken due to sharp 
blows and shocks if the cylinder fa on its side. Nevar transport unse
cured cylinders without preventing their excessive movement. Never 
suspend or lift cylinders by the valve. Loose cylinders can become 
airborne and cause significant dafllage in an accident. 
00 not transport cylinders In close(t vehicles where the same common 
airspace is occupied by personnel. Never transport cylinders by air
craft under any circumstance. 
00 not remove valve protection bonnet and safety cap until immedi
ately belore use. Replace safety cap and valve protection bonnet when 
cylinder is not in use. 
LEAK PROCEDURES: Evacuate irtlmediate area of leak. Use a NIOSH 
or MSHA approved positive pressllre self-contained breathing appara
tus (SCBA, not SCUBA) or combil'lation air-suppliedlSCBA respirator, 
such as manufactured by Draeger, Ranger, Survivair, Scott, or MSA, 
for entry into aHected areas to correct problem. Move leaking or dam
aged cylinder outdoors or to an isolated location, observing strict safely 
precautions. Work upwind if possible. Do not permit entry into leakage 
area by unprotected persons until concentration of fumigant is deter
mined to be I part per million (ppm) or less. as determined by a detection 
device with sufficient sensilivity !luch as an INTEASCAN gas ana
lyzer [Model: CF 1900] or MIAAN vapor analyzer [SapphiRe). 
EMPTY CYLINDERS: Handle, store and transport empty cylinders 
using the same precautions as ~reviously discussed for full cylin-# 
ders. When the cylinder is empty, fully close the valve and replace 
the safety cap and protection bonnet before returning to your dis
tributor and subsequent shipper. Only Drexel Chemical Company is 
authorized to refill cylinders. DC) not use cylinders for any other 
purpose. 

REMEMBER TO CLOSE VALVE COMPLETELY ON EMPTY CYLlN· 
DERS 
CYLINDER A.ND PRODUCT DISPOSAL: Promptly return all empty 
cylinders to your distributor of Drexel Chemical Company. Follow proper 
cylinder handling directions above. 
Pesticide wastes are loxic. Improper disposal of excess pesticide is a 
violation of Federal law. If these wastes cannot be disposed of by 
use according to label inslrUcliof1S, consult your State Pesticide or 
Environmental Control Agency or .... azardous Waste office nearest your 
location. 

WARRANTY DISCLAIMER 
Drexel Chemical Company warrants Ihat this product conforms to Ihe 
chemical description on the label and based upon tasts is believed rea
sonably lit lor the purposes slaled on the label when used in strict accor
dance with the directions, subject 10 the inherent risks set forth below. 
Drexel Chemical Company MAKES NO OTHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED 
WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR 
PURPOSE OR ANY OTHER EXPRESS OR tMPLIED WARRANTY. 

Use Risk 
It is impossible to eliminate all risks associated with use of this product. 
Plant injury, tack of performance. or other unintended conSPC"Jel"'ces may 
result because of such factors as use of the oroduct c...,ntra,y :,:, label 
instructions (including conditions noted 0:"': the lat'9l, such as unfavorable 
weather, soil conditions, etc.), abnormal conJlliuns (such as excessive 
rainfall. drought, tornadoes, hurricanes), presence 01 other materials, the 
manner of application, or other factors, all ('I wn·ch are beyOnd the con
trol of Drexel Chemical Company or the sJller. All such risks shall be 
assumed by buyer. 

LImitation of Remedy 
The exclusive remedy for losses or dama'1t-:s re::.ulting from tlis product 
(including claims based on contract, negligence. strict lia?;';ty or other 
legal theories). shall be limited to, at Drexel Chemical Cvmpanv'~ discre
tion, one of th~ollo,,!"ing: 

1. Refund of purchase price paid by buyer or use for proCJct bought. 
or 

2. Replacement 01 amount 01 product used. 

To the extent allowed by law, in no case shall Drexel Chemical Company 
or Ihe seller be liable for consequential, special or indirect damages or 
losses from the us~. handling, _or storage of this product. 

The terms of the "Warranty Disclaimer" above and this "Limitation of Rem
edies" cannot be varied by any written or verbal statements or agree
ments. No employee or sales agent of Drexel Chemical Company or the 
seller is authorized to vary or exceed the terms of the ·Warranty Dis
claimer" or this "Limitation of Remedy" in any manner. 

Manufactured By: 

Drexel Chemical Company 
P.O. BOX 13327, MeMPHIS, TN38113-0327 

Ji't"-'U' 
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RESTRICTED USE PESTICIDE 
(Due To Acute Inhalation Toxicity Of Sulfuryl Fluoride) 

FOR SALE TO AND USE ONLY BY CERTIFIED APPLICATORS OR PERSONS UNDER THEIR DIRECT SUPERVISION AND ONLY 
FOR THOSE USES COVERED BY THE CERTIFIED APPLICATOR'S CERTIFICATION. AN APPLICATOR CERTIFIED BY THE STATE 
MUST BE PRESENT ON SITE AT ALL TIMES DURING INTRODUCTION OF FUMIGANT, REENTRY PRIOR TO AERATION, AND 
INITIATION OF THE AERATION PROCEDURE. 

ACLEPTED 
with COM:,;Eh"TS 

In EP A LC'-~'3£ Dated: 

APPLICATOR'S MANUAL 

JAN 24- 2007 

•••• 

MASTER FUME AG ' ,-
Gas Fumigant 

For control of rodent, inliect and other invertebrate pests. 

Use Sites: Food handling establishments (e.g., bakeries, food pro
duction facilities, mills, pet food facilities, warehouses. etc.), 
Non-residential structuref;, stationary transportation vehicles (rail
cars, shipping containers, trucks, etc., excluding aircraft and 
passenger railcars). temporary and permanent fumigation cham
bers. and storage structures. 

Read the entire containt3r label and Applicator's Manual before 
using this product. The Applicator's Manual must be in the user's 
possession during fumigation. If the Applicator's Manual is lost. 
obtain a replacement coPy from your distributor or Drexel Chemi 4 

cal Company. 

ACTIVE INGREDIENT: 
Sulfuryl fluoride ....................... . 

OTHER INGREDIENTS: ................... . 
TOTAL: .......................... . 

99.8% 
0,2% 

100.0% 

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN 

DANGER .. IIAA PELIGRO 
POISON :,~ VENENO 

SI usted no enllende la eliquet!!. busque a algulen para que Ie la expjique • usted 
en detane. (It you do not under!;tand the label or "'pplicator'. Manual, find aomeone 
to explain it to you in detail.) 

See FIRST AID Below 
EPA Reg. No. 19713· 
EPA Est No Net Contents' 

FIRST AID 
In all ea.e. or overexposu ..... ueh •• n.u •••• dltftculty In bre.thlng, 
abdominal pain, slOwing ot movements and ,peach. numbn.s. In 
.xtremitie •• get medN:al attention Immediately. T.ka paraon to a doctor 
or em.rg.ncy treatment facility. 

IF INHALED: 
• Mow person to fresh air. 
• • person is not breathng, cal 911 or an amblAar..:e, then give artificial 

respiration, preferably by molih-to-mouth. 
• CaN a poison control cel1er or doctor for hxther treatment advice. 

IF ON SKIN OR CLOTHING: 
• May cause froslbite 10 lIlJl'I)tecled skin lpOn comet with dispersirg 

&qlipment v.nen gas is distharged. mmadiately apply water to 
contaminated area of clothirg before removing. 

• Once area has tho'lled, remove COrKaminated clothing, shoes, and other 
items cowring skin. 

• Rinse skin immediately 'Nitt\ pleriy of WElter for 15 to 20 rn'rdes. 
• Cal a poison control cerCer or dock>r for treatmert advice. 

FIRST AID (Con'L) 

IF IN EYES: 
• May cause "Cr)QQ8r1C bum" if exposed. Hold eye open all:! rinse slowly all:! 

gerily v.;th water for 15 to 20 mirJ..tes. 
• Remove coriaet lenses, if presel1, after the first 5 mirutes, then contil"MJe 

riming eye. 
• The iqlid form of this produ::t in the eye may cau;e damage due to 

refrigeration or freezing. 
• Can a poison cortrol certar or doctor for treatmel1 advice. 

Ha...a the prodl.d coT1ainer or label 'Nith)'Ou when callillJ a poison col1rol 
cer1er or doctor, O(goirg for treatmert. For irmnnation on ttls pesticide 
prodoct (irDt.OillJ heath corcems, medical emergen:ies or pesticide 
in:ideriS), cal the National Pesticide nJormation Cerier at 1-800-858-7378. 

Note to Phy.lcian: Ttis pffidld is a gas which has no wamirg properties 
such as odor or eye irritation. (Earty S)'TIPtoms of ellpOstxe to this product are 
respiratory irritation aOO certral nervous system depression. E.lICitation may 
blow Slowed movemeri, reduced a~AJness, aOO sbw or garbled speech 
may be roted. Prolonged exposure can produce k.rlg irritation, pLJrnonary 
edema, l'lIlusea, and abdominal pain. Repeated ellpOsll'e to high 
con:ertrations can reSlil in sigrificart ~ all:! kidrey damage. Single 
expoSll'es at high con::ertrations M\18 reslAed in death. Treat 
s~tomaticaly. 

PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS 
Huard. to Human, and Dom •• tlc Animal. 

DANGER: Fatal if inhaled. causes irreversible eye damage. Uquid causes 
freeze bums of exposed skin. May be fatal if swallowed. 
Do not breathe vapor. 00 not get in eyes, on skin, or on ctothing. This 
product is odorte,s and colorless. Exposure to toxic levels may occur 
without warning or detection by the user. 
PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EOUIPMENT (PPE) 
Wear splash resistant goggles or full lace shield when handling the liqUid 
product during introduction of fumigant or when INOrking around any lines 
containing fumigant under pressure. 00 not wear gloves or rubber boots. 
00 not reuse clothing or shoes that have become contaminated Ylith the 
liquid form of this product until thoroughly aerated. Wear loose fitting or 
well-ventilated Iong·sleeve shirt, long pants, shoes and sockS. 
R •• plratory Protection 
If the concentration of this product in the fumigated area does not exceed 
1 ppm., no respiratory protection is required. When this concentration is 
exceeded or when the concentration of this product is unknown, all per-
sons In these areas must wear a NIOSH or MSHA approved positive 
pressure self-contained breathing apparatus (SCSA, not SCUBA), approval 
number prefix TC·19C. Of combination air·suppliedlSCBA respirator such 
as manufactured by Draeger, Ranger, SUivivair, Scott, or MSA. This SCBA 
must be on site and operational before fumigation. Before using any make 
or brand of SCBA, learn how to use it correctly. Determine that it is in 
good INOrking order, has an adequate air suppty for the job at hand, fils 
property, and provides an adequate $8al around the face. 

..... measured by a detecclon device With suffiCient senSitiVity [Umll of Detection (LOD) < 
1 ppm] such aa an INTERSCAN gas a'lalyzer {Model CF 1900} 01' M1R ... N vapor analyzer 
(SapphIRe} 
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ENVIRONMENTAL HA:l!:ARDS 
Sulfuryl fluoride is a highly tOleic gas. Do nol expose non-target or
ganisms. This pesticide is toxic to fish and wildlife. 

PHYSICAL OR CHEMICAL HAZARDS 
Sulfuryl fluoride is a colorless, odorless toxic gas. Cylinders of this 
product 81"8 under pressUfe anC! must not be stored near heat or open 
flame. Exposures to lemperatlJres above 158~F will cause a fusible 
plug to melt and the contents ..... ill be released. Under high heat condi
tions (temperatures above 75~"F). this product can decompose into 
sulfur dio)(ide (502)' hydrofluotic acid (HF), and other decomposition 
products. Hydrofluoric acid is highly reactive and can corrode or dam
age many materials including metals, glass, ceramic finishes, fabrics, 
elc. Extinguish all Ilames including pilot lights of furnaces, hot water 
heaters, dryers, gas refrigerators, ranges, ovens, broilers, etc. Turn 
off or unplug all electrical heating elements such as those in healers, 
dryers, etc., that represent a n,asonable risk of a heat source that is 
at or near 752°F. Shut olf automatic switch controls for appliances 
and lighting systems that will be included in the space to be fumi
gated. Contact your local gas eompany to determine what procedures 
should be followed in your area for shutting olf natural gas or propane 
service. Gas service should be shut all al the main service valve. 
Sulfuryl fluoride can react with strong bases such as some' photo 
developing solutions. 

Notice: Read the entire label. Use only according to label directions. 
Before using this product, reaa Warranty-Conditions 01 Sale, Inherent 
Risks of Use and Limitation _Of Remedies elsewhere on the label. If 
lerms are unacceptable, return at once unopened. 
In case of emergency endang~ring health or the environment involv
ing this product. call 1-800-CHEMTREC. II you wish to obtain additional 
product information call Drexel Chemical Company at (901) 774-4370. 

Agricultural Chemical: 00 not l)hip or store with food, feeds, drugs or 
clothing. 

GENERAL INFORMATION 
APPLICA nON PERSONNEL SHOULD PARTICIPATE IN DREXEL 
CHEMICAL'S SULFURYL FLUORIDE TRAINING AND STEWARDSHIP 
PROGRAM, MASTER TRAIN. 
Carefully read the container label and this Applicator's Manual before 
using this product. Do not use this product without Drexel Chemical's 
MasteRate Program. Drexel Cl'lemical's MasteRate is a computer pro
gram available to calculate safe and effective levels of this product 
for fumigating structures and Commodities. Never allow untrained indi
viduals to use this product. 
Prior to fumigation, read the Applicator's Manual carefully. Notify ap
propriate owners, employees, and/or operators at the facility where 
the fumigation wil! occur; and provide relevant safety and health io
formation to tocal fire and rescue officials for use in the event of an 
emergency. 
Do not connect cylinders to in' reduction equipment until all fumigaliol'l 
warning signs have been pested and the space to be fumigated is clear 
of people, non-target animals and secured. 

COMPRESSED GAS HAZARDS 
The release of high pressure fumigant can be forceful and there is 
potential for personal injury. Care must be exercised when fumigating, 
especially tarped commoditie~, so that the fumigant is not released 
too rapidly and Mballoons~ the tarp all of the restraining sand or water 
snakes. A fog-out can also OCcur if the fumigant is released too rap
idly, cooling the air temperatute below the dew point This is avoided 
by following the instructions in the Applicator's Manual. 
The rapid discharge of this Product through introduction equipment will 
result in cooling paris of the equipment and the cylinders. Contact 
with the cooled equipment catl cause frostbite. 
This product is a highly hazardous material and should be used only 
by individuals knowledgeable of its chemical hazards and trained In 
the use of required respiratory equipment, detectIon devices, emer
gency procedures, and proper use. 
Two persons trained in the Use of this product. must be present on 
site at all times during introduction of the fumigant, reentry prior to 
aeration, initiation of the aeration procedure, and when testing for re
entry after aeration (if aerated in an enclosed space). At least one 
person being an applicator certified by Ihe state. 
It is essential that no occupatlt reenter Ihe fumigated space after fu
migation until the fumigant has been aerated end the space has been 
fully tested and cleared for reentry. 
Only a detection device of sufficient sensitivity (LOD <1 ppm), such 
as the INTERSCAN gas analyzer (Model CF 1900] or MIRAN vapor 
analyzer (SapphiRe}, can be used to confirm a concentration of 1 ppm 
or less 01 this product. The I"'erscan gas analyzer CF I 900 must be 
calibrated within one month prior to use as a detection device. AU other 
approved detection devices must be calibrated according to manufac
turer recommendations. The concentration of this product must be 
monitored throughout the structure in the breathing zone. The structure 
or enclosure must remain posted for fumigation until cleared for reen
try. 

PRODUCT INFORMATION 
MASTER FUME AG IS A RESTRICTED USE PESTICIDE DUE TO ACUTE 
INHALATION TOXICITY OF SULFURYL FLUORIDE. 

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES 
Sulfuryl lIuoride Is a colorless, odorless toxic gas. Cylinders of this 
product are under pressura and must not be stored near excessive 
heat or open lIame. Exposures to temperatures of more than 158°F 
will cause a fusible plug to melt and the contents will be released. 
Sutfuryl fluoride can react with strong bases such as some photo de
veloping solutions. 

Structural formula: SOli o 
" F - S - F 

" o 
Molecular Weight: 102.07 AMU 
Color: None 
Odor: None 
Active Ingredient: 10.8 Ibs. sulfuryl fluoride per gallon 01 product 
Specific Gravity' 1.35 at 20·C (68°F) 
Vapor Density' 4.3 giL at 20·C (6S0F) air"" 1 
Vapor Pressure 15.2 atm at 20°C (6S e F) 
Boiling Point: -55.2°C (-67°F) at 760 mmHg 

GAS SOLUBILITY (at 25°C (7JOF) at 760 mm Hg): In water 0.075% 
(750 ppm) by weight, only slightly soluble in organic solvents and veg
etable oils. 

STABILITY: Stable to temperatures normally encountered in space fu
migations. Non-Uammable under normal conditions in all atmospheric 
concentrations. However, heaters and open flames must be extin
guished as temperatures over 400·C (752°F) wil1 cause decomposition 
products to be -formed which can be corrosive and etch metal and 
glass. 
HEAT OF VAPORIZATION: 81.1 BTU per pound at _55°C (-SrF) or 
lSS.l1f3/kg. 1 poun~ of sulfuryl fluoride::: 4.45 moles. 1 pound of 
this product will lower 1000 cubic loot of dry air by 2.5"C (4.5°F). 

VOLUME PER POUND: 1 pound of gas occupies 3.8 cubic loot at 
25°C (77°F) and 760 mm Hg. 1 pound 01 gas per 1000 cubic foot of 
unoccupied space equals approximately 3850 ppm at room tempera
ture and pressure (25°C at 760 mm Hg). 

HYDROLYSIS: Slow in water; Rapid in basic solutions. 

REACTIVITY: Sulfuryl fluoride is relatively non-reactive as a gas. No 
malodor or corrosive effects have been detected when the chemical 
has been used as directed. Sulfuryl lIuoride can react with strong bases 
such as some photo developing solutions. 

DIRECTIONS FOR USE 
RESTRICTED USE PESTICIDE 
It is a violation of Federal law 10 use this product in a manner incon
sistent with its labeling. 
When fumigating, all tocal, state, and federal rules and regulations 
regarding use of detection devices. positive-pressure self-contained 
breathing apparatus, security requirements. and placement of warning 
signs must be observed. 
Read carefully all Directions for Use before using this product. 

FUMIGATING WITH THIS PRODUCT 

INTRODUCTION 
MASTER FUME AG contains the active ingredient, sulfuryl fluoride. 
and is registered for use only by professional fumigators to contrOl 
existing infestations of stored product insect pests in non-residential 
structures, food handling establishments (e.g., pet food facilities, bak
eries, food production facilities, mills, warehouses, etc.), stationary 
transportation vehicles (raitcars, shipping containers, trucks, etc., ex
cluding aircraft and passenger railcars), temporary and permanent 
fumigation chamb'ers, and storage structures. 

Read the entire label and this Applicator's Manual before using this 
product. II the Applicator'S Manual is lost, oblain a replacement copy 
from your distributor of this product or your Drexel Chemical Com
pany representative. 

Each fumigator using this product is responsible lor complying with all 
federal, state. and local regula lions or codes regulating the use of 
this product. The fumigator should stay informed about state and lo
cal regulations in areas where they operate. 

State and local government offices, distributors of this product, or 
Drexel Chemical Company sales representatives responsible for your 
area can help identify the relevant agencies responsible for regulating 
fumigation practices in your area. 
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Chapter 1 

COMMODITIES THAT CAN BE FUMIGATED 
This product can be used on the following raw agricultural and processed 
food commodities: 

Raw Agricultural· and Processed Food Commodities 

Almond Milk, po....oered 
Bar1ey Millet 
Beech rut Oat 
Beef, dried Other dried fruits (e.g., Apricots) 
Brazil nut PearKJt 
Butternut Pecan 
Cashew Pinenut 
Cheese Pistachio 
Chestnut Popcorn 
Chinquapin Pnnes (dried) 
Cocoa bean, postharvest Raisin 
Cocol'll.1 Rice 
Coffee bean, postharvest Rice, bran 
Com Aice, flour 
Com flour Rice, ruls 
Com grits Rice, polished 
Cornmeal Sorgrwn 
Cotton, seed, postharvest Triticale 
Date (dried) Vegetable, legt.me (dried) 
Eggs, dried - Waw 
Fig (dried) wt'eat 
Filbert Wheat, bran 
GiOJer, roots, postharvest wreat, fIolX 
Ham Wheat, germ 
Herbs an:! spices (dried) Wheat milled bWroducts 
Hickory nli Wheat. shorts 
Macadamia rut Wild rice 

Ortis procll.r1 can be used to funigale seeds at lhese corrvnodities. 
Sites conIairwng aOdilional seed varieties may be fl.migated as long as the fu'nigated 
seeds wi. not be part 01 the food chain 101 tunan COI'lSlnIption. 

For a list of sites than can be fumIgated wIth this product and SIte 
specific considerations for doing an effective and safe fumigation, see 
Chapter 10. 

USE RESTRICTIONS AND PRECAUTtONS 
00 not exceed a maximum cumulative dosage of 1500 oz-h/1000 
cubic fool for normal atmospheric pressure (NAP) fumigations. 
00 not exceed a maximum cumulative dosage of 200 oz-h/1000 cubic 
foot for vacuum fumigations. 
00 not exceed the maximum cumulative dosages of NAP and vacu~m 
fumigations, respectively for sequential fumigations. 
When fumigating storage tanks. silos, etc. containing bulk flour. 
empty or draw down wheat flour to less than 3 feet deep. Minimize 
quantities of flour in the processing plant, structure or enclosure 
prior to fumigation to prevent excessive residues in wheat flou'r, 
Use this product together with a dosage calculator called a Drexel 
Chemical's MasteRate (Chapter 6). Drexel Chemical's MasteRate must 
be used to calculate the initial dosage required for treatment and for 
any additional quantities needed during the fumigatiofll to improve 
efficacy and/or to rectify loss due to leakage. 
Special care should be taken to minimize quantities 01 processed 
foods prior to space fumigations. Processed food not practical to 
remove prior to fumigation may undergo incidental fumigation with 
this product. However. no direct fumigation of processed foods is 
permitted unless the processed food is found in ·Commodities That 
Can Be Fumigated" section of this manual. 

PEST CONTROLLED 
This product is used to control the following pests including all its life 
stages (I.e. egg. larva, pupa. and adult): 

Common Name Sdentlfic Name 

rdian meal moth Plodia interpunct9lfa 
Mediterranean nour moth Ephestia kuehnielfa 

Codlirg moth Cydia pomonelfa 

Navel OraOJe WOfTT'l Amyelois transilftJ/a 
Floll" beetles Tribofium spp. 
Saw toothed grain beetle Oryzaephilis suranamensis 

'#arehouse beetle Trogoderma variable 

Granary'Mtevil Sitophilus granafUs 

Rice 'Ngevil Sitophilus oryzae 
Rats arx;l Mice 

Chapter 2 

GENERAL SAFETY 
This product is colorless, odorless and, non-irritating to mucous mem
branes at low concentrations. This product gives no warning of Its 
presence. 
This product is toxic and must be handled carefully. Ignoring the po
tential hazards of this product can result in serious illness or even 
death. 

SYMPTOMS OF POISONING 
Symptoms in humans from inhalation exposure to this product will de
pend on the concentration and the length of exposure experienced. 

The earliest sign of overexposure to this prOduct is central nervous 
system (CNS) depreSSion. 

Exposure to progressively higher concentrations is expected to result 
in convulsions, tremors andlor strychnine-like muscular rigidity. 

Humans exposed to high concentrations of this product may experi
ence respiratory irritation. nausea, abdominal pain, CNS depression, 
slowing of movements and speech, and numbness in the extremities. 
Survival alter exposure to high concentrations can occur even follow
Ing convulsions, if exposure has been briel. 

NOTES TO PHYSICIAN 
Depending on ·the length 01 exposure, it Is predicted thaI persons ex· 
posed to this producl will probably show lillie evidence of intoxication 
at first unless the concentration was moderate to high (more than 500 
ppm). 

Initial ellects wilt probably be depression on the CNS with slow speech 
and body movement the first signs noled. Convulsions may ensue 
with respiratory arrest being a terminal event. Assisted respiration may 
be necessary. 

An exposed patient should be removed to fresh air and put at rest. 
Keep exposed individual at bed rest and under observation for at least 
24 hours. Clinical observation should be directed at the pulmonary. 
hepatic and renal systems. A postmortem finding in a fatality attrib
uted to sulfuryl fluoride was pulmonary edema. Death was attributed 
to cardia-respiratory failure. 

There Is no known antidote. Clinical observation is essential. Treat
ment is based on the clinical judgment of the physician and the 
individual reaction of the patient. 

IN CASE OF EMERGENCY 
CALL 1-800-858-7378 

IN CASE OF ACCIDENTAL EXPOSURE, 
SEEK MEDICAL ATTENTION 

FIRE FIGHTING 

General Information 

This product is not combustible. However. in temperatures approximately 
more than 400°C (752°F), this product wilt degrade to form hydrogen 
lIuoride (HF) and sulfur dioxide (S02)' Theoretically, a structure con
taining this product would produce 0.4x the concentration of this product 
in HF per 1000 cubic foot. 
For temperatures above 400·C, each mole (102 gm) of sulfuryl fluo
ride will degrade to 2 moles (40 gm) of HF. However, the HF actually 
produced during fires involving this product may be insignificant be
cause it rapidly escapes from structures unless confined. 
Cylinders containing this product are designed not to explode in high 
temperatures. A fusible plug in the cylinder valve body melts at 70°C 
to 74°C (158°F to 165°F). 

Use of Water 
Use of water during fire can minimize evolution of hazardous materi
als. Water wilt scrub out part of the HF and S02 formed by decomposition 
of this product by the flame. Waler atso can be used to cool the cyl
inders and prevent discharge of the product caused by melted fusible 
plugs. Avoid runoff into waterways if possible. The fish toxicity of 
this product in waler Is unknown. 

Protective Clothing 

FOR STRUCTURES UNDER FUMIGATION: Self-contained breathing 
apparatus and normal ~turn·out· gear should be worn when fighting fires 
in structures under fumigation with this product. 

FOR FIRES INVOLVING CYLINDERS; A self-contained breathing ap
paratus (SCBA) and encapsulating protective suits should be worn when 
fighting fires in atmospheres containing potentially high concentrations 
of this product. Protective suit material should be compatible with ex
posure to hydrofluoric acid. 
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WORKER SAFETY 
Refer to Personal Protection Equipment (PPE) at the beginning of this 
label. 
Note: Any unprotected exposure to more than 1 ppm of this product 
should result in a visit to your physician (consult label). 

Preventing Static Elect~lclty 
The flow of liquid gas in Ihe introduction hose may be a source of 
slatic electricity. To prevent the risk of stalic sparking, the Introduc
tion hose must be properly grounded using acceptable demonstrated 
methods (e.g., securely attaching a length of copper tubing with ad
equate fittings to the end of the introduction hose). 

When using copper tubing as a ground, attach the copper tubing with 
a grounding wire to the fan cage frame or to a neutral ground. The 
copper tubing mounted at the end of the introduction hose must be 
securely attached to the fan or some other stable object. 

Fumigant Introduction Hose and Fittings 
Use hose with minimum burst pressure of 3450 kPa (500 psi) that 
is compatible with liquid Masler Fume AG. Polyethylene or polypro
pylene hoses have proven satisfactory. 
Use care not to kink or crush the hose. Reinforced hose helps pre
vent collapse. 

Personal Safety 
Always wear eye protection when introducing this product or repair· 
lng teaks on introduction manifolds or hoses. 
Proper respiratory protection (SCBA) must be on hand in case of 
required emergency entry· into structure. 
Make a security check for personnel, structure preparation and 
persons in nearby buildings and grounds. Apply proper lock-outs 
and placarding. 

Material Safety 
Use proper fumigant introduction techniques to help prevent corro
sion or water stains on interior materials. 
To the extent possible, provide protection for nearby desirable 
plants. 
Use circuit breakers or fuses for fans. 
To the extent possible, place fans to minimize the risk of damage 
to equipment. 

Chapter 3 
CYLINDER SAFETY 
This product is toxic to most living organisms including humans. It is 
colorless, odorless, packaged as a liquid gas under pressure, and has 
no warning properties. This product is only for sale to, and used by, 
certified applicators or persons under their direct supervision and only 
for those uses covered by the certified applicator's certification. An 
applicator certified by the state must be present on site at all times 
during introduction of fumigant, reentry prior to aeration, and initiation 
of the aeration procedure. 

GENERAL CYLINDER INFORMATION 

Cylinders containing this product must be properly and legibly labeled 
at all times. If labels become damaged or lost during shipment or use, 
replacement cylinder labels can be obtained from Drexel Chemical 
Company. 
This product is sold as a compressed liquid gas in a high-pressure 
cylinder and must be handled, stored and transported with precaution. 
Every cylinder should be Inspected upon delivery for damage. If the 
cylinder is damaged, immediately return the cylinder to the distributor 
of this product. 
No additional gas is used to pressurize the cylinder. Each full cylinder 
contains 67 kg (125 IbS.) of product normally under about 1380 to 
2070 kPa (200 to 300 psi). 

Cylinder Valve. 
Cylinders of this product are fitted with special valves (see Figure 1). 
The cylinder is equipped with both a safety cap and a covering called 
a ~bonnel: The safety cap and bonnet should be securely in piece at 
all times except when gas is to be released from Ihe cylinder. This 
protects the valve system from being damaged and/or prevents acci
dental release of the fumigant. 
Never hang cylinders by the valves during weighing. Use a proper 
sling or -hanging" bonnet specifically designed for this purpose. Hang
ing bonnets have openings on two or more sides that a hook strap or 
cable can be inserted in to support the cylinder during weighing. Hang
ing bonnets are available through your distributors. 

Figure 1. Cylinder Valve 
/0 

Packing Nut 

Fusible Plug 

Dip Tube 

Cylinder Handling 

Avoid manhandling the cylinder when moving or weighing; e.g., use 
a hoist with a hanging bonnet. 

Protect the vatve from damage by always replacing the valve cover 
and safety bonnet. 

Open valve slowly at first. then completely open it (one full turn) 
so the valve and the introduction hose do not frost. Use proper 
size adjustable wrench (25 to 30 cm). Keep wrench attached to valve 

Bear in mind that frosting of the outside cylinder surface when 
releasing the last 1.5 to 2 kg of this product is likely. 

Close valve completely when fumigant introduction is finished or 
cylinder is Mempty.~ 

SEE STORAGE AND DISPOSAL SECTION AT THE END OF THIS LA
BEL FOR STORAGE, TRANSPORT, AND HANDLING OF EMPTY 
CYLINDERS. 

Cylinder Label Protection 

Protect cylinder labels from being damaged to ensure label text can 
be read. Protection measures should prevent knocking or scraping of 
the labels. 11 is recommended that plasUc·coated or covered chains be 
used when securing the cylinder on vehicles. 

Leaking Cylinders 

If a cylinder is suspected of leaking fumigant. evacuate immediate 
area of leak. Use a NIOSH or MSHA approved positive pressure self
contained breathing apparatus (SCBA, not SCUBA) approval number 
prefix TC·19C or combination air-supplied/SCBA respirator, such as 
manufactured by Draeger, Ranger, Survivair, Scott, or MSA, for entry 
into affected areas to correct problem. The SCSA must be worn when 
exposure is more than 1 ppm. 
Move leaking or damaged cylinder outdoors or to an isolated location, 
observing strict salety precautions. Work upwind if possible. Do not 
permit entry into leakage area by unprotected persons until concentra
tion 01 fumigant is determined to be 1 part per million (ppm) or less, 
as determined by a detection device with sufficient sensitivity such 
as an INTERSCAN gas analyzer [Model: GF 1900) or MIRAN vapor 
analyzer [SapphiRe]. 

Often tightening the packing nut on the top of the valve to 35 to 40 
N.m (25 to 30 foot pounds) of torque with an adjustable wrench will 
stop the leak. Never use excessive force to open a stuck or improp
erly seated valve. See Valve Stem Adjustment Procedures at the end 
of this chapter. 

Once the cylinder is empty, contact your distributor for proper return 
instructions. 

ENTERING A STRUCTURE UNDER FUMIGATION 

II emergency entry into a structure under fumigation with this product 
is required, the proper respiratory protection (SCSA) must be used. 

FROZEN VALVES AND HOSES 

If the cylinder valve is -just cracked~ to reduce the rate of release, 
this product will expand from a liquid to a gas within the hose and 
frosting of the outside of the valve and hose may occur. 
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FROSTING CAN BE AVOIDED BY ALLOWING FULL FLOW THROUGH 
THE VALVE AND LINES. 
The rate 01 flow 01 this product should not be controlled by restricting 
flow through the cylinder valve. 

FROZEN CYLINDERS 
If a break occurs on the'dip tube in the cylinder, this product will be 
discharged in the gas phase when the liquid level falls below the break. 
As the liquid expands in the cylinder, heat will be taken from the sur
rounding area and the cylinder will frost or freeze at that point. This 
product will still be discharged, but at a much slower rate. Cylinders 
showing signs of a broken dip tube (a very rare occurrence) should be 
painted red on the shoulder 01 the cylinder, red tagged, and returned 
to the distributor so that the problem can be corrected before relilling. 

CYLINDER RETURN POLICY 
One 01 the more common reasons lor returning a cylinder is the per
ception that the last 1.5 to 2 kg (3 to 5 pounds) of gas in the cylinder 
cannot be released. The final pounds of this product in a cylinder gen
erally are in a gaseous state and will nol move out of the cylinder as 
rapidly as when it is a liquid. However, it will move through the intro
duction hose. 
Cylinders that are deemed to be ·defectiven should be returned using 
the following procedure. 
1. 00 not continue to use a cylinder if you believe the valve is de

fective. 
2. Contact your distributor. The distributor will need information about 

the cylinder (cylinder number, etc.). Complete a Defective Cylin
der Report form. Fax the form to Customer Service at Drexel 
Chemical Company (901-774-4666). 

3. Distributors should identify defective cylinders by spray painting 
the top and shoulders of the cylinder with red paint and attaching a 
completed red tag to the protection bonnet. Note: Do not mark 
functional cylinders with paint as this could cause confusion when 
dysfunctional cylinders are returned lor repair. 

VALVE STEM ADJUSTMENTS IN THE FIELD 

Introduction 
When cylinders are filled at the plant, a soap solution is applied to the 
valve stem (the square shaft area) and valve threads at the top of 
the cylinder. The cylinder is not released if leaks are present. Each 
time the vatve is opened and closed, the stem works against the packing 
causing the packing to flow away from the valve stem. Over time this 
may allow product to escape past the valve stem when the valve is in 
the open position. This document describes how this situation can be 
safely corrected in the field. 

Hazards and PPE 
Operators performing the valve stem adjustment should follow all pre
cautions on the product label section for ~Leak Procedures. ~ This may 
inctude, 'but is not limited to, immediate evacuation followed by reen
try using positive pressure self-contained breathing apparatus. Mov~ 
cylinders outdoors or to a ventilated isolated location prior to adjusting 
the stem. Allow no unprotected persons in the area during the adjust
ment procedure until fumigant concentration is verified with sufficiently 
sensitive detection equipment to be below the levels of concern indi
cated on the product label. 

IndlcaUons 
This procedure is appropriate when a cylinder shows indication of prod
uct loss from around the valve stem. Loss may be indicated either by 
a sufficiently sensitive detection device or hissing/bubbling al the stem 
when the valve is open. This procedure may not be etlective or ap
propriate for other valve problems. 

Training 
Only persons appropriately trained for Hazardous Material handling are 
permitted to perform this task. While operators who transport this prod
uct are required to receive Hazardous Material training, individuals 
should check with their employer if they have any Questions regarding 
required training. 

Procedure 
To stop a loss of this product from around the valve stem in the field, 
follow the following steps. 
Not.: Follow directions in "Hazards and PPE" section above prior to 
starting this procedure. Make sure all PPE and sufficiently sensitive 
detection devices are used. 

1) If product loss is detected. immediately close the valve. This will 
stop this product trom leaking out of the stem. 

2) Secure the cylinder against a stationary object (rack, wall, etc.) to 
prevent tipping. Using the same wrench you use to remove the 
cap from the valve exit, tighten the packing nut on top of the 
valve. Turn the packing nut in a clockwise direction to tighten the 
packing. Note: Do not over lighten this nut. The specification is 
34 to 40 N.m (25 to 30 loot pounds) 01 torque, which is easily 
reached with a 25 to 30 cm (10 to 12") adjustable wrench. 

3) Open the valve. If product is still leaking Irom around the valve 
stem, repeat steps 1 and 2. II product loss still persists. close the 
valve, red tag the cylinder, and return it tor credit. The valve will 
be replaced at the plant. 

Chapter 4 
EQUIPMENT 
MONITORING EQUIPMENT: FUMISCOPE 

I I 

The Fumiscope is designed to measure the actual concentration of this 
product within the fumigation sHe to determine accumulated dosage. 
The Fumiscope is not sensitive enough 10 use as a clearing device 
after the exposure period. The Fumiscope also is used in conjunction 
with Drexel Chemical's MasteRate for determining actual HL Ts. 

Fumiscope units are portable and weigh approximately 3.5 kg (8 
pounds). The Fumiscope uses a mechanism to compare the thermal 
conductivity of a mixture of this product and dry air to that of dry 
ambient air. This difference is converted into an electric current, which 
is displayed as ounce per 1000 cubic foot. 

The sample is drawn through the drying tube, the flow rate meter, and 
subsequently Ihrough the thermal conductivity cell by an electric pump. 

The Model 0 Fumiscope has a digital readout and indicates a to 1000 
gram per cubic meter or ounce per 1000 cubic foot. II is normally 
operated on 110 volt AC, but can be adapted to operate on 220 volls 
AC or from a 12-voll aulo battery. 

Older analog models (EV or E-200) are still found in the field. The 
model EV has a range of 0 to 50 ounces per 1000 cubic foot. The 
model E-200 has a range of 0 to 100 ounces per 1000 cubic foot. 

Fumiscopes can be purchased through your distributor or from the 
manufacturer. 

Fumiscopes Manufactured by: 

Key Chemical and Equipment Co., Inc. 
13t95 49th Street N., Unit A 
Clearwater, FL 34622 
Phone: (813) 572-t 159 
Fax' (813) 572-4595 

Operating Procedure (tor Units Using Drierlte) 

1. Fill drying tube with Orierite (4 to 8 mesh). Tip: Be sure cotton is in 
place in bottom of tube to prevent dust from being drawn into the 
pump and cell. 

2. Turn on pump and check for leaks by blocking inlet and noting if 
flow rate drops to "zero: 00 the same by blocking Ihe outlet. 

3. After warm-up (approximately 10 to 15 minutes depending on Ihe 
humidity), adjust the flow rate to approximately 1 cubic fool per 
hour (CFH) and ·zeroft the instrument. 

4. Attach sampling hose (usually 6 mm tubing) and readjust the flow 
rate if necessary to the same rate in Step 3. 

5. Wait at least 3 minutes for a monitoring line of 100 feet or less for 
the sample to reach the Fumiscope or similar device and the read
ing to stabilize before recording the concentration. 

6. Disconnect the tubing and adjust the flow rate 10 the original set
ting and check to be sure the unit returns to ~zeroft - if not, reset it 
to ·zero. ft Zero drift may occur during the first few minutes of op
eration. 

7. Change Drierite when approximately 3/4 of the material has changed 
from blue to pink. (Spent Drierite may be regenerated by placing in 
a shallow pan and healing in an oven to 150 to 200 C for 20 to 30 
minutes then return it to the bottle while still slightly warm.) 

Monitoring Lin. Purge Pump 
Because most fumigations will result in the use of multiple monitoring 
lines that are several hundred feet long, the use of a vecuum purge 
pump is recommended. Because the pump within the Fumiscope or 
similar device is nol high volume, getting accurate samples from loca
tions several hundred feet away in a timely manner can be a problem. 

The use of a vacuum pump ensures timely, accurate samples from all 
areas within the structure. The use of this system greatly reduces the 
time needed to monitor all locations within the structure. 

Fumi.cope Calibration Procedure 
Small sample cylinders containing known concentrations of this prod
uct are available for calibration purposes. Specially designed plastic 
sample bags are used to transfer and inject the gas/air mixture to the 
Fumiscope. The instrument can then be adjusted to accurately mea
sure the known concentration. This method is ideally suited for quick, 
easy and reliable calibration of the Fumiscope and confirmation of 
accuracy in the field. 
Sample cylinders and bags are available from: 

Scott-Marrin, Inc. 
6531 Box Springs Blvd. 
Riverside, CA 92507-0725 
Phone: (909) 653-6780 
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Calibrating the Fumiscope 

Outlet Pressure Gauge rK C.Ylindar Pressure Gauge 
). " ,T.~Cylinder Valve 

OuUet Valve "\-. ~ ~; + I i' 
R.gu'"" 0""01 -+.<tv~0" ;::: .. -; ~, 

prassurl 
Regulator 

Sample Bag ~ 

Regulator 
Handwheel 

Calibration Cylinder 

The procedure for testing the calibration of the Fumiscope is as follows: 

1. Warm up and "'zero" Fumiscope. 
2. Attach regulalor to calibration cylinder and tighten wilh a wrench 

(nole - len-hand Ihread). 
3. Close outlet valve and back out regulalor knob (Iurn to left). 
4. Open cylinder valve approximately one-half turn. 
S. Turn regulator valve clockwise until outlet pressure gauge reads 20 

to 35 kPa (3 to 5 psi). 
S. Attach sample bag to regulator outlel and slowly open ouUet valve 

to fill bag approximately 90% full. 00 not overfill as bag will burst. 
7. Disconnect sample bag from regulator and connect to Fumiscope 

inlet. 
8. Read Fumiscope meter for concentration of calibration standard. If 

the concentration on the meter is more Ihan 5% different from the 
actual concentration. remove the bag, re-zero the Fumiscope and 
repeat measure men Is. 

Jf the calibration check indicates a need for adjustment, remove the 
four phillips screws in the faceplate of the Fumiscope. 

1. Wait 2 to 3 minutes and then adjust the meter to the gas concen
tration with the appropriate ·pot· (blue disks). 

2. Remove the bag and allow the meter to return to zero. If it does 
not return to zero, re-zero it and re-calibrate. 

Model E-V and E-200 have two adjustment ·pots" along the top of the 
circuli board. The disk on the left (when facing front of panel) adjusts 
the scale for this product. These two pots afe interacting. The methyl 
bromide (MeBr) scale must be adjusted first if the instrument is to be 
calibrated for both gases. If a calibration is desired for this product 
only, the MeBr pot should not be louched and only the pot for this 
product is adjusted. Some also have a zero adjust lower on the boara 
(adjust this firsl if it needs adjustment). 
Model 0 has three polS on the top edge of the board. The outer pot is 
the zero adjust, the center is lor this product, and the inner is for 
MeBr. The MeBr scale must be adjusted first if the instrument is to be 
calibrated lor both gases. Some instruments have another zero adjust 
lower on the board near the pump (adjust this first if the zero needs 
adjustment). 
An alternate procedure can be used to calibrate the Fumiscope. This 
procedure is based on comparing the concentration readings of the 
instrument to be calibrated with a standard instrument and adjusting 
the one to be calibrated to indicate exactly the same concentration as 
Ihe standard. 
Factor. Affecting Mea.urement 
,. Warm-up - Allow the instrument to warm up until the readout stabi

lizes (usually 10 to 15 minutes depending on the humidity). 
2. Zero - Frequently re-align meter to zero. 
3. Flow rate - Keep flow rate at 1 cubic foot per hour. Check flow 

rate for each sample. 
4. To save time, charge sampling hoses with a hand squeeze bulb or 

vacuum pump before connecting them to Fumiscope. 
5. Monitoring line - For accurate readings do not draw samples through 

fumigant introduction hose, which could cause erroneously high 
readings. 

S. Other gases - Fumiscope will detect other gases and vapors. in
cluding paints,' varnishes, propane and natural gas, sewer gases 
and auto exhaust. 

7. Temperature - Avoid rapid changes in temperature. Avoid moving 
the instrument from shade to sun or from a hot car to cool shade. 

8. Moisture - Waler can cause the TC cell to rust. Check sampling 
tube for condensation. Keep units with digital meters in air-condi
tioned environments when not in use to prevent moisture from 
getting into the meter. Use fresh and adequate drying medium such 
as Drierite. 

9. Interference ~ Flickering fluorescent light ballasts will interfere with 
Fumiscope measurements. Use extension cords with grounds. 

10. Sialic electricity - In analog meters, replace broken glass on meter 
with glass, not plastic, to avoid effects of static electriCity. 

)~ 
11. Dust from Orierite - Dust can damage the pump and TC cell. Regu

larly replace cotton in bottom of drying tube. Clean inside of drying 
tube with glass window cleaner when dusty. 

Note: Contact the manufacturer for Fumiscope repair procedures. 

CLEARANCE TESTING EQUIPMENT 
A. INTERSCAN G AS ANAL VZER 
Model GF1900 is a continuous, direct-reading instrument designed to 
monitor low concentrations of this product for clearing for reentry and 
leak detection. Note: Exposure to levels above SO ppm can shorten 
the life of the sensor andlor furnace or cause the unit to fail. An in· 
legral pump draws the air sample through a pyrolyzer (furnace) where 
the this product is converted to S02 which then passes through an 502 
sensor. The sensor output is registered on a direct reading dial as ppm 
of this product. The unit Is lightweight and battery or AC powered for 
easy portability. 

The INTEASCAN must be calibrated within 1 month prior to use as a 
clearance device. All other detection devices must be calibrated ac· 
cording to manufacturer's recommendations. 

Specifications 

Measuring Range: 
Accuracy: 
Warm-up Time: 
Weight: 
Power: 

Operation Time: 

Manufactured By: 

o 10 SO ppm sulfuryl fluoride 
:t2% of full scale 
Approx. 10 minutes 
8 3/4 lb. (4 kg) 
24 volt DC. Two 12-voll, rechargeable batteries in 
a leather case or AC power supply with 15 meter 
cable on output side. 
The battery pack can operate the instrument for 
up to 70 minules before recharging (recharge over
night). 
Interscan Corporation 
21700 Nordhoff SI. 
P.O. Box 2496 Chatsworth. CA 91311 
(818) 882-2331 or (800) 458·6153 

Analyzers can be purchased through your distributor of this product. 

Operation 
,. Turn the function knob to the ~off" position and connect a power 

supply or battery pack. Se certain 10 screw the connector all the 
way down. 

2. Turn the function knob to Ihe ·onW position. The ·onw light should 
appear and the pump will start. 

3. If the analyzer is being powered by an AC unit. disregard the Lo 
Bat. light, which in some analyzers stays on, white in others, flick
ers on and off. If using a batlery pack as a power suppty, turn 
the function knob to the Bat. Test position. The needle should move 
to the right of the Lo Bat. position on the meter (40 ppm). II .this 
is not the case, or if the Lo Bat. light is on, do not attempt to use. 
The battery needs charging. 

4. If power supply is OK, turn the function knob to the ·on· position 
aM allow the unit to warm up. Alter the "ready· light comes on. 
adjust the meter to 20 ppm in ambient air using the zero knob. 
Observe the needle for about 2 minutes and look for any drifting 
of the pointer. If it has drifted more than 3 ppm to either side, 
repeat the procedure until the needle has stabilized. In some cases, 
the unit will have to purge between 30 and SO minutes before it 
stabilizes. 

S. Adjust the meter to read ·zero" using the zero knob. 
6. When using the ballery pack, the Lo Bat. indicator will light when 

-there Is about 10 minutes of operating time left. After the light is 
on, turn the control knob to Bat. Test 10 see if the meter is on or 
to the left of the "batW line. If the meter is to the right. turn back 
to ·on· and continue. Check battery condition every few minutes. 
When the meter shOws ~Lo Bat" turn the knob to off and discon
tinue use. 

7. Recharge baUeries overnight. 

Calibration Procedure 

Small sample cylinders containing known concentrations of this prod
uct are available for calibration purposes. Specially designed plastic 
sample bags are used to introduce the gas/air mixture to the Interscan. 
The instrument can then be adjusted to accurately measure the known 
concentration. This method is ideally suited for quick, easy and reli
abte calibration of the Inlerscan. as well as confirmation of accuracy 
in the field. 

Sample cylinders and bags are available Irom: 

Scott-Marrin, Inc. 
6S31 Box Springs Blvd. 
Riverside, CA 92507-0725 
Phone:(909) 653-6780 

1. Warm up and ~zero· analyzer. 
2. Attach regulator to calibration cylinder and tighten with a wrench 

(note - left hand Ihread). 
3. Close outlet valve and back out regulator handwheel (tum to lelt). 
4. Open cylinder vatve approximately one-half turn. 
5. Turn regulator valve clockwise until oullet pressure gauge reads 

20 to 35 kPa (3 to 5 psi). 
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6. Close cylinder valve and open regulator valve to bleed regulator. 
7. Attach sample bag to regulator outlet and slowly open oullet valve 

to fill bag approximately 90'-.. lutl (do not overfill as bag will burst). 
8. Disconnect sample bag from regulator and connect to analyzer. 
9. Wail 2 to 3 minutes and then adjust the meter to the gas concen

tration with the SPAN adjust. 
10. Remove the bag and' allow the meter to return to zero. II it does 

not relurn to zero, re-zero it and re-calibrate. 

Pyrolyzer (Furnace) 
Average lifespan Is 3 to 4 years, depending upon the frequency 
and conditions of use. 
Reasons for malfunction - The pyrolyzer contains a porcelain fur
nace that can crack with age or mishandling. It is most susceptible 
to damage when it is hot. Avoid dropping the Interscan and trans
port/store them in shock-resistant containers, 
Diagnosing malfunctions - A pyrolyzer thai will not heat up may be 
cracked or damaged. Furnaces can also be checked by using a 
voltmeter or testing for air leaks. Leaks are checked by opening 
the unit, turning the unit on, and briefly blocking the air intake on 
the 502 sensor. If the pump stops, there are no leaks. 

S02 Sensor 
Average lifespan is 3 to 4 years (whether used or not). 
Diagnosing malfunctions - A slow response time, erratic readings, 
or inability to calibrate the Interscan indicates the sensor may need 
replacement. Dysfunctional sensors can also leak electrolyte solu
tion. 

Battery Pack 
Reasons for malfunction - Excessive discharging of batteries after 
the ·Low Batlery· light is on. 
Battery charger - Turn battery charger off before connecting or 
disconnecting the batteries from the charger to avoid potential dam
age to the charger circuit board. A delay in the illumination of the 
charge light (for up to 5 minutes) once batteries are connected may 
be due to excessive discharging 01 the batteries during use. 

Power Supply 
Reasons for mallunction - The cord connecting the AC power sup
ply to the Interscan can become worn (turn brown or become frayed) 
through use and require replacement. Fumigators have incorrectly 
installed new cords, resulting in the destruction of the circuit board 
01 the Interscan. The color-coding for the wiring 01 the power sup
ply is the reverse of that for the battery pack, and the positive 
and negative ports of the canon plug are not identified. 

Repair Instructions 
Return the analyzer to the manufacturer, or: 

Key Chemical and Equipment Co. Inc. 
13195 49th Street N., Unit A 
Clearwater, FL 34622 
Phone: (813) 572-1159 
Fax: (813) 572-4595 

B. MIRAN GAS ANALYZER 

The Miran 101 is an older model designed to measure a single gas or 
vapor. 
The Miran 203 is a single beam infrared gas analyzer with interchange
able filters and two fixed path lengths. Factory calibrated gas calibration 
sets, which can be interchanged in about 1 minute, allow you to moni
tor other gases. 
The Miran SapphiRe is a newer model infrared gas analyzer that allows 
monitoring of other multiple gases. 
Units are portable and designed to operate on 120-'0'011 AC or on 7.2-
volt rechargeable batteries. They are suitabte for measuring low levels 
when clearing for reentry and for leak detection. 

Specifications 

Weight: 

Range: 
Operating Time: 
Accuracy: 
Manufactured by: 

Operation 

Model 101 - 8 kg (18 Ib) Model 203 - 9 kg (20 Ib) 
SapphiRe - 9 kg (20 Ib) 
Dual scale 0 to 15 ppm and 0 to 150 ppm 
4 hours on batteries (rechargeable overnight) 
% 5% of reading 
Thermo Environmental Instruments 
8 West Forge Parkway 
Franklin, MA 02038 
Phone: (508) 520-0430 

1. Turn on analyzer and allow to warm up for approximately 30 min-
utes. 

2. ·Zero· analyzer and take readings. 

Calibration 
The analyzers are factory calibrated and usually do not require fre
quent re-calibration. They should be checked either by the electronic 
method or by the closed loop method described below and sent to 
Foxboro or their representative when re-calibration is indicated. 

13 
Performance Verification Procedure tor Mlran 101 and 203 Analyzers 

1. Turn on analyzer and allow it to warm up for 15 minutes. 
2. Zero instrument and attach Tygon tubing loop. 
3. Connect needle valve and tubing to the cylinder. 
4. Place end of 4.7 mm~ Tygon tubing in container of water. 
5. Turn on cylinder valve and use needle valve to adjust the flow 01 

this product so there is a slow stream of bubbles in the waler. This 
step should be done under an exhaust hood or outdoors downwind 
of the Miran. 

6. Using a gas tight syringe, withdraw this product (13 microliters (IJI) 
= 5 ppm') Irom the tubing on the cylinder and inject it into the 
tUbing loop on the Miran. 

7. Repeat Step 6 twice and record results after each injection. 
'Volume 01 101 and 203 cell is 2.5 liters. 
Volume 01 24- of 1/2'Iubing is o.oa IIlers. 
1.11 of gas Injected + 2.6L (cell + tubing) = ppm. Therefore, 13 + 2.6 = 5 ppm 

Mlran SapphiRe Analyzer Performance Verification Procedure 

1. Turn on the machine and let it warm up lor 30 minutes. 
2. From main menu, select 4 ::: ConfigfSetup. From the setup menu 

select 1 ::: Calibration. From the calibration menu select 3 ::: "Perfor
mance Verification. 

3. Grasp the capillary tubing end of the sampling line and slowly push 
it into the nozzle opening on the gas tank. 

4. Zero analyzer and confirm stable zero. 
5. Attach tubing sleeve to inlet tube of analyzer. Activate trigger valve 

and watch gas readings Climb. 
6. After 3 to 4 minutes readings should stabilize. Record readings. 
7. Remove the tubing and reattach the zero lilter. 
8. Restart pump by selecting Option 2 from the control menu. Con

tinue until reading is substantially zero. 
9. Remove the capillary tubing from the lank trigger nozzle and check 

results against challenge gas concentration. 

Note: Contact Thermo Environmental Instruments or their representa
tive lor repair procedures. 

C. OTHER UNITS 

The listed detection and monitoring equipment in this label is not in
tended to be all inclusive. As new technology is developed, new devices 
may be evaluated by Drexel Chemical Company to detect this prod
uct. Contact your nearest representative from Orexel Chemical 
Company for the latest information on sufficiently sensitive detection 
devices. 

Nole: Prior to using these instruments to clear a structure for 
reoccupancy, meters must be ~zeroed.~ This should be done according 
to the manufacturer's directions, away Irom the fumigation site and in 
an atmosphere that does not contain this product. Manufacturer's in
structions also include information regarding appropriate and necessary 
calibration and maintenance. Manufacturer's recommendations must be 
followed to ensure proper operation of these instruments. Please refer 
to the manufacturer for the latest recommendations and instructions 
for any equipment lor use with this product. 

Ch.pter 5 
PREPARATIONS FOR FUMIGATION 
Prior to fumigation, read the Applicator's Manuat carefully. Notify ap
propriate .owners, employees, andlor operators at the facility where 
the fumigation will occur and provide relevant safety and health infor
mation to local fire and rescue officials for use in the event of an 
emergency. 

Best practice is to notify local police. fire department and emergency 
responders of impending start and finish times lor the fumigation. 

Property Owner/Customer Checklist: The owners of buildings to be 
fumigated need to be informed of circumstances and conditions asso
ciated with the fumigation process and of their involvement in 
preparation, vacancy and re-occupancy. Some states require the fu
migator to provide the customer with a list of preparations required for 
the fumigation. The customer may also be required to acknowledge in 
writing certain liabilities. 

The responsibility lor proper fumigation procedures lies with the certi
fied fumigator regardless of who does the work. 

OCCUPANTS/CUSTOMERS NEED TO KNOW: 

1. Qualifications of the certified applicator whO will be doing the fumi
gation .• 

2. Their specific role in preparation for fumigation - what to prepare, 
turn off, remove, atc. 

3. What the lumigation process (introduction, exposure, aeration and 
cl.aranc~) entails so that there can be absolutely NO ENTRY by 
unauthOrized personnel into the structure until it is certified clear 
lor reentry by the fumigator. 

4. The specific times to leave the structure and when re-occupancy 
may occur. 

5. That the fumigator often requires that the property owners surren
der keys to the structure to be fumigated. The fumigator should 
have access to all areas of the fumigation site during the whole 
period thai the site is under their controL 
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6. This product has no residual ellectiveness and so does nol control 
future Infestations 01 pests. 

7. To reveal to the fumigator known or potential connections to adja-
cent/other bUildings. 

WHAT TO REMOVE PRIOR TO FUMIGATION 

Remove from Ihe structlllre to be fumigated all persons, non-target 
animars, and desirable growing plants. AU drugs (incruding tobacco prod
ucts) and medicinals (including Ihose items in refrigerators and Ireezers) 
need to be removed prior to fumigation. 

FLAMES OR HEATING ELEMENTS 

This producl is a very stable compound that is rerativery non-reactive 
and non-flammable. However, under high heat conditions present in 
gas flames or glowing electric elements, this product can decompose 
inlo sulfur dioxide S02' hydrofluoric acid HF, and other decomposition 
products. Hydrofluoric acid is highly reactive and can corrode or dam
age many materials including metals, glass, ceramic finishes, fabrics, 
etc. Therefore, extinguish all flames including pilot lights 01 furnaces, 
hot water heaters, dryers, gas refrigerators, ranges, ovens, brOilers, 
etc. Turn ofl or unplug all electrical heating elements Such as those in 
healers, dryers, etc. Shut oil automatic switch controls for appliances 
and lighting systems that will be included in the space to be fumi

.galed. 
Contact your local gas company to determine what procedures should 
be lollowed in YOUt area lor Shutting all natural gas or propane ser
vice. Gas service should be shut off at the main service varve. When 
a single gas meter serves more than 1 structure, gas service to all 
sources may be interrupted. The gas lines should be cleared. Fumiga
tion companies may request that customers have the local gas company 
turn off the gas prior to fumigation. The local gas company will always 
need to turn gas service on after i~ has been turned off to determine 
that the gas flow rate and pressure are appropriate. 

Before fumigating, ALL pilot lights must be turned 011. The heal of 
gas flames, pilot lighl flames, or Ihe glowing wires or hot surfaces 01 
electr;c heaters can cause this product to break down to form a corro
sive material. Make sure the gas flames and pilot flames 01 furnaces, 
gas refrigerators and kitchen ranges are extinguished and that glowing 
electric heaters that represent a reasonable risk 01 a heat source that 
is at or near 752G F are turned 011. 

CHLORINE GAS: Damage to melals can also occur from the inclusion 
of chlorine gas lor bleaching or chlorination processes. Ensure this 
equipment is lurned off with no leaks or excluded from the fumigation. 

CHECKING FOR CONNECTED AREAS 

Prior to fumigation, the certified applicator is required to check for 
connected areas. A connected area is defined as any area connected 
with the space to be fumigated by construction elements (e.g., pipes, 
conduits, ducts, etc.) that may allow the passage of fumigant between 
the spaces. 

Any connected areas must be vacated during the fumigation process 
unless it is isolated from the space to be fumigated by methods that 
will prevent passage of Ihe fumigant from the space to be fumigated 
into the connected area. When it is necessary to vacate areas that 
have been isolated, that area shall be considered as a fumigated space, 
and all applicable rules, regulations and label Instructions apply such 
as preparation, placarding, securing, and aeration. 

Concentrations of this product in the breathing zones must be continu
ally measured during the fumigation of a structure in any occupied 
isolated connected structures to verify concentrations are less than 1 
ppm to confirm that individuals in the isolated areas are not exposed 
to unacceptable levels 01 this product. Use only a detection device of 
sufficient sensitivity such as the INTERSCAN gas analyzer [Model 
GF 19001 or MIRAN vapor analyzer (SapphlRel to confirm a concen
tration 01 1 ppm or less. If concentrations of this product is more than 
1 ppm, then the sealing 01 the isolated space from the fumigated area 
is probably nol working and the immediate space must be evacuated 
unless the concentration is continuously monitored to prevent expo
sure greater than 1 ppm. SCBA must be worn by the applicator If the 
concentration is more than 1 ppm. Note: All connected/adjoining areas 
must be vacated if required by state or local laws or regulations. 

DISTRIBUTION I AERATION FAN USE AND PLACEMENT 

Purpose of Fans 
The purposes lor lans in a structural fumigation are; 
1. Fumigant introduction 
2. Eqoilibrium and circulation 
3. Aeratjon 

Positioning Fans 

There is no set pattern established for the positioning or the num
ber of lans to use. 
Fans should be strategically placed in order to mix the fumigant 
and rapidly reach equilibrium. 
At least one fan for each level of the structure. 
I! is good fumigation practice to use more fans in structures that 
are divided into numerous smaller compartments or rooms. 

)tr ~,)..'f 
A rule of thumb is to use one fan for each 75,000 ftl and at least one 
fan for each area or level of the fumigation. 

In structures frequently used or dedicated to fumigation, air circula
tion equipment and fans can be buill into the structure. Examples 01 
some systems include air-handl1ng systems that provide fot the fumi
gant introduction, continuous circulation, and also aid in the quick. 
effective aeration of the structure. 

ReachIng Equilibrium 

When the liquid form of this product is released Irom the introduction 
hose, it extracts a substantial amount of heat from the surrounding air 
as Jt expands to form a gas. A pound 0' the liquid form of this product 
changing to the gas phase will drop the temperature of 1000 cubic foot 
of dry air 4.5<>F (28.3 cubic meters of air 2.S°C). 
The chilling causes the formation of a cloud of condensed water (log) 
that must be dissipated before it collects on a surface. The rate of 
dissipation depends upon the release rate, atmospheric conditions, and 
mixing rate. The fan capacity, quantity, and placement determine the 
mixing rate. The chilled gas 01 this product is much denser than the 
surrounding air and can settle to the bottom of the fumigation space 
unless mechanically mixed with the surrounding air. 

All gases tend to move from an area of high concentration to low 
concentration and will eventually come to equilibrium in a conlined 
space. This product will do the same when it is introduced into a fumi
gation space, regardless of the fact that molecules of this product are 
heavier than air molecules. However, the rate of passive diffusion 
may be 100 slow to achieve equilibrium within a practical period. Thus, 
mechanical mixing by fans is essential. 

Note: High capacity fans are needed when introducing this product 
into a space to prevent stratification, to aid in proper disperSion, and 
to assist temperature distribution. 

Continuous Circulation with Fans 

A signilicant benelit of continuous circulation is the movement 01 this 
product from areas of high concentration to areas of lower concentra
tion. This continuous circulation maintains a more equal concentration 
within the fumigation space and helps ensure that this product will pen
etrate all areas where infestation may exist. 

It is next to impossible to seal a structure so that there are no leaks. 
Unless there are abnormally large leaks, continuous circulation during 
the entire exposure periOd will not appreciably affect the loss rate lor 
this product. Obviously, the air stream should nol flow directly against 
-leaky· areas because excessive fumigant loss can occur. 

PreparIng for Aeration 

When first preparing the fumigation, plan ahead lor the aeration period 
and take steps to aid aeration by strategic place men I of fans and 
other aeration tools. Just as fans are useful in achieving equilibrium 
of fumigants, they are excellent aids in attaining rapid aeralion and 
are essential where cross ventilation is poor. Have a detailed plan in 
place for sale, ellective aeration of the structure. Be sure to consult 
local regulations for mote restrictiVe aeration procedures. 

MONITORING HOSES 

Arrangements should be made to place sampling hoses In the struc
ture prior to fumigant introduction. Semi-rigid vinyl hoses (3 to 6 mm 
or 1/8 10 1/2 0 10) should be placed to allow sample representative 
concentrations with a Fumiscope or similar device. Monitoring hoses 
larger than 6 mm 1D may take a longer time to pull the sample from 
the fumigated space to the monitoring device because of the larger 
volume of air needed to be moved. 
Ideally, monitoring lines should be placed on all levels of the fumi
gated structure. II the structure is compartmentalized into separate 
fooms or other Bub-units, place Jines in areas representative of the 
different units. 

SEALING THE STRUCTURE 

No two fumigations are exactly alike. Each job requires the fumigator 
to eslablish and maintain an effective fumigation environment. The 
fumigation must be conducted in a manner that will effectively control 
the pests without causing undue risk to people or property. 

The fumigator must conform to the label for this product and the 
Applicator's Manual, as well as to federal, state and local regulations. 
When in doubt, a fumigator should seek assistance from suppliers, 
regulators, Drexel Chemical Company representatives, or other edu
cational sources. 

The quality of the seal has a huge influence on the effectiveness of 
the fumigation. Incleasing the seal of the fumigation site is one of the 
most effective ways to ensure a quality fumigation and reduce the 
total amount of fumigant needed. 

There are several approaches to the challenges of confining the fumi
gant. The fumigator needs to make field judgments how to best seal a 
space. Pay special attention to drains, vents, conduits. wiring, electri
cal junction boxes, floor cracks, wall/floor or wall/ceiling joints. and 
damage to outside walls Irom equipment. 
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When sealing, keep in mind a few basic thoughts: 
1. tdentify and address key leakage areas. Careful Inspection of the 

structure will help Identify leaky areas. Be sure to carefully seal 
protruding equipment on the top floors and roofs. Building ea .... es 
also can be very leaky. 

2. To the extent necessary and possible, close 011 all connected struc
tures and install an "air break~ to stop gas moving to connected 
structures. 

Tape and Seal 
For fumigation structures that can be appropriately sealed with mate
rials such as plastic or tape, seal adequately around doors, windows, 
vents, and other openings. When necessary to minimize escape of 
fumigant through the soil and to avoid injury to nearby ptants, wet soil 
(if not sufficiently moist) around the structure to act as a barrier lor 
the fumigant. Often, structures are too large to be completely tarped 
for fumigant confinement. The most common practices are to use poly
ethylene sheeting, non-porous panels, fumigation tape, spray 
adhesives, foams and insulation materials to seal the structure for 
fumigation. These techniques are usually used around doors, windows, 
roof eaves, loading docks, pipes, augers, conveyers, vents, etc. If 
properly used, these materials can do an ample job at conlining the 
fumigant within the structure. . 

Stucco or masonry block buildings may be sealed by taping laminated 
paper or plastic film over outside doorways, windows and vents. This 
sealing method is recommended for structures in which any wooden 
section, including roofing, is ...exposed to the outside. 

However, even with an excellent job of lape and seal around windows, 
doors, etc., if the building walls, roof, or basement have holes that 
are not sealed, the structure may not hold lumigant satisfactorily. 
Always monitor with a Fumiscope or similar device when necessary. 

Foam Sealing 

The use of expandable spray foams have been effectively used to 
help seal structures. Expandable loam is economical and can be used 
for both permanent and temporary seals. ReIer to the foam product 
directions lor proper use and compatibility issues. 

Tarping 

Good sealing is necessary for an effective fumigation. Tarpaulins 
(Iarps) can be used in the sealing process with tapes/adhesives to 
help seal leaky areas or to en .... elop the entire area to be fumigated. 
This method is effective on almost any size or type of space/site. 
The abilily of a tarp to contain a gas depends on the condition 01 the 
larp. the material of construction and ils thickness. 

One of the most critical operations in tarping a space is achieving a 
tight seal at the ground where protrusions, debris or rough-textured soil 
or concrete may provide an opening for gas to· escape. The edges of 
the cover that contact the floor or soil must be sealec by techniques 
such as taping the tarp to the floor or placing sand or water snakes 
over the edges of the tarp. Sand or water snakes may be used effec
tively if the ground surface is very smooth. One method of improving 
the seal with a sand or water snake is to run a trough of water on the 
tarps along with the snakes. Vinyl/nylon snake covers do not deterio
rate readily. To minimize escape of fumigant through the soil and to 
avoid injury to nearby plants, wet soil (if not sufficientfy moist) around 
the structure to act as a barrier lor the fumigant. When possible avoid 
walking on tarped. fumigated material to maintain seal during the expo
sure period. To achieve an adequate grOUnd seal, allow at least 2 feet 
of tarp to clear the ground snakes. This will accommodate movement 
of the larps from wind movement. 

TARP MATERIAL 

Plastic tarps are semi-permeable membranes that permit different fu
migants to pass through them at different rales. The passage of this 
product through most plastic sheeting of sufficient thickness is very 
slow (see Table 1). 

Use only tarps made of materials that will adequately confine this 
product lor the required time. Tarps are sold in many sizes. Experi
ence has shown that the following have proven satisfactory: 

1. 4 to 6 mil polyethylene for ~single use- larps 
2. Laminated (several layers) polyethylene 
3. Vinyl coated nylon 
4. Neoprene coated nylon 
5. PVC (polyvinYl chloride) coated nylon 

THICKNESS 

As a minimum. 4 to 6 mil (160 to 240 microns) thickness of the above 
materials adequately confines this product. A larp of 100 microns is 
equivalent to a 400-gauge- material. Polyethylene tarps less than 4 mil 
(160 microns) are not of an adequate thickness to coniine this product 
because they do not possess the strength and weight needed tor the 
handling, wind resistance and abrasion encountered in most fumiga
tions. 

Is '1- .;l. c:r 
Table 1. Percent permeation loss and adsorption of a ozl1,OOO ftl sul
furyl fluoride after 24 hours from 11 ounce glass bell jar with lid made 
of tarp materials. 

Percent Percent 
permeation IOS9 adsorption'" 

Tarp Material Sulfuryl fluoride Sulfuryl fluoride 

Polyethytem 4-mil 0.0 1.3 

Tarp A, 10.3 oz/ydl 3.3 6.1 

Tarp A, 10.3 Qzl)<F 5.5 3.1 

Tarp A, 10.3 o~' 0.2 3.3 

Used Tarp 100.0 6.6 
'Values rolled Sl.Ctrodion 01 h.mlgant toss clue to glass conIa!l'I8r adsmpdon (2.2% for 
Slifuryl nUOfide). (n..4) 

Source: Scheffrahn, RH. and EM. Thoms (1993) ·Penetration oJ SIJIIIJryJ FIIJoride and 
Methyl Bromide Throogh Substrates During Fumigation." DOWN TO EARTH 48 (t) pp 
15·19. 

PLACARDING AND SECURING FUMIGATED AREAS 

Placarding of Fumigated Areas 

This product is a toxic gas without a warning agent. 

All entrances and all sides of the fumigated environment and any 
connected area-not monitored must have warning signs. Do not con
nect cylinders to introduction equipment until all fumigation warning 
signs have been posted, the space to be fumigated is clear of people 
and non-target animals. and it is secured. Warning signs must be of 
weather-resistant material and should be securely affixed to the struc
ture. Do not allow enlry by unprotected persons into fumigated area 
until the signs are removed. Signs must remain legible during the en
tire posting period. Warning signs should be placed in advance of the 
fumigation in order to keep unauthorized persons away. The warning 
signs must be printed, in English and Spanish, with: 

The Signal word DANGER/PEUGRO and the SKULL and 
CROSSBONES symbOl in red. 
The statement, -Area under fumigation, DO NOT ENTERINO 
ENTRE~ both in EngliSh and Spanish. 
The date and time 01 fumigation. 
Name and EPA Reg. No. of the fumigant used. 
Name, address. and a 24-hour telephone number (including week
ends) of the lumigation company and certified applicator to allow 
prompt communication with the fumigation company in case of 
emergency. 

Transfer of incompletely aerated commodity to a new storage Site within 
a facility is permiSSible. However, the new storage sile must have 
placarding and security similar to the fumigation Site if breathing zones 
around the commodity contain equat to or greater than 1 ppm of this 
product. Workers who handle incompletely aerated commOdity must 
be informed and appropriate measures must be taken (ventilation and 
wearing of SCBA) to prevent any exposure greater than 1 ppm. 

Only a state certified applicator may authorize removal 01 warning signs. 
The warning signs may be removed only when the concentration of 
this product within the breatning zones ot tne fumigated area is less 
than or equal to 1 ppm. Before introdUCing the fumigant, verify that 
all required safety equipment is available and in good working order. 

Securing Structures 

In order to !leCUTa against unauthorized enfry during the fumigation 
exposure period, a locking device or barricade must be USed on all 
exterior doors or doorways. A locking device or barricade must be 
effective in preventing entry of any exterior door or doorway using 
normal opening or entering processes by anyone other than the certi
fied applicator in charge of the fumigation or persons in his/her on-site 
direct superviSion. Consult state and local regulations for any supple
mentary instructions and local restrictions on securing against entry. 
Se .... eral additional security options to consider might include: 

CLAM SHELL LOCKS 

KEY·WAY LOCKS 

CLAM SHELL LOCKS are designed to prevent 
use of the door or occupant's keys to unlock 
entrance doors. 

KEY-WAY LOCKS are designed to prevent use 
01 the occupant's keys to unlock entrance 
doors. These function by inserting a two-part 
tocking key into the door keyhole and remov
ing only half of the key. The other half of 
the locking key remaining in the dOor prevent 
insertion 01 the occupant's key. 
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GUARDS 

J-SAFE LOCKS or chains can also be used 
on certain structures. 

Guards may be considered in some circumstances and may be re
quired in some locations. Consult local regulations. 

Best practice is to notify local police, fire department and emergency 
responders of impending start and finish limes lor the fumigation. 

RAILCARS, TRAILERS OR SHIPS 

Railcars, trailers or ships must be secured against unauthorized entry 
during the fumigation exposure period. 

Chapter 6 

INTRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION OF THIS PRODUCT 
CHOOSING INTRODUCTION SITES 
The specific site(s) of release of this product is (are) very important 
to the success of the fumigation. This product should be introduced In 
a manner to achieve rapid equilibrium, avoid excessive loss, prevent 
fog-out, and ensure safety tq, personnel and materials. 
Site selection should be made using good judgment. Ask, ~\t this prod
uct was introduced in this location, how and when will it get to the 
most remote locations in the commodity or structure?~ The size and 
configuration of the space and the adequacy of the circulation typi
cally dictate the number of release Sites for this product. Therefore, 
for many applications, it is often appropriate to use mUltiple introduc
tion sites to rapidly attain equilibrium. 

In structures that are frequently used for fumigation, permanent intro
duction systems can be built into the structure to ensure safe, effective 
and adequate fumigant introduction. Be sure to inspect all components 
01 introduction systems prior to each use. 

The proper introduction of this product (release from the cylinder) is 
essential to the success, safety and economy of a fumigation. It is 
imperative that the fumigator understands the principles involved and 
the condilions that exist for introducing the fumigant on each job. 

Below are points that are considered when introducing this product: 

1. The introduction methods used will practically achieve the target 
dosage (sufficient ounce-hours for the working temperature to con
tro! the target pest). . . • 

2. ThiS product must be introduced in a manne'r that is safe to per
sonnel and property inside and outside of the fumigation space. 

3. The goal is to reach concentration equilibrium of this product 
throughout the lumigated space as quickly as is safe and practi
cal. 

Note: Prior to release of this product, make sure a thorough check of 
the structure and surroundings is conducted and all salety precautions 
have been taken. 

Do not apply for insect control when temperature at the site of the 
pest is below 40°F. This temperature may be measured wherever the 
inlestation may be. This restriction does not apply when fumigating 
lor rodents. To prevent damage, do not apply liquid fumigant direclly 
to any surface within the fumigation area. 

This product is packaged as a liquid under pressure and requires a 
heat source for conversion of the liquid to a gas during introduction. 
The heat source can be the air around the introduction site or mechani
cal heat eXChanging systems. 

The introduction system must: 
Prevent breakdown or contamination of this product. 
Confine this product until it is released into the fumigation area. 
Prevent liquid sulfuryl fluoride from contacting surfaces Which could 
be damaged or the commodity within the fumigation area. 
Prevent a fog-out in the fumigation area. A fog-out is substantial 
condensation of moisture inside a fumigated structure that is caused 
by the air temperature dropping below the dew point. 

Damage to materials can occur if the rate of release of this product 
exceeds fan capacity. Use electric fan(s) to facilitate forced distribu
tion and aeration of other dead air spaces and rapid dispersion of the 
gas. 

This product must be introduced from the cylinder through a Suitable 
leak-proof delivery system (hoses, connectors, gauges, solenoids, etc.) 
with a minimum burst pres sura of 500 psi. It is recommended to: 

Release Ihe fumigant into a large open space. 
Oirect the fumigant into the blast of air from a fan(s) having a 
capacity of at least 1000 cubic loot per minute per pound of this 
product released per minute. 
Introduce no more than 4 cylinders per introduction site. 
Have one introduction site per every 75,000 cubic foot. 

16 %";tq 
SELECTION AND USE OF EaUIPMENT FOR FUMIGANT 
INTRODUCTION 

Weighing the Fumigant 
Either platform or hanging scales can be used to weigh the cylinder 
during fumigant introduction. If hanging scales are used, hanging bon
nets or cylinder slings must be used to hang the cylinder from the 
scale. Consult your distributor or Drexel Chemical Company for a source 
of hanging bonnets. Scales should be routinely calibrated to assure 
correct readings. Refer to the scale manufacturer for calibration and 
maintenance details. 

THE CYLINDER SHOULD NEVER BE SUSPENDED BY THE VALVEI 

Hoses 
Release the fumigant through a suitable leak-proof hose with a mini
mum burst pressure of 3450 kPa (500 psi). The hOse should be flexible, 
kink resistant, durable and compatible with the liquid form of this prod
uct. Prior to use, confirm with distributor or manufacturer that the 
introduction hose meets the above requirements. 

The introduction rate of this product is mostly controlled by the inside 
diameter and the length (resistance) of the fumigant introduction hose. 
Flow rates can be easily calculated using Drexel Chemical's MasteRate. 

Protective Sheeting 
Protective sheeting, such as polyethylene plastic, can be placed un
der the hose and_fan to further protect floors and other materials during 
application from potential moisture condensation. 

Securing IntrOduction Hose 
A widely used method is to securely attach the introduction hose to a 
tarp clamp and then use the tarp clamp to attach the hose to the fan 
cage. The fan cage is angled upward at about 45°. Another option is to 
attach the fumigant introduction hose' to a solid heavy object in front 
of a fan angled upward at 450 .11 the introduction hoses are part 01 a 
permanent introduction syslem, be sure to inspect the hoses prior to 
each use to ensure they are securely mounted and still in required 
working order. 

Fog-Outs 
A cloud of fine droplets suspended in air near the ground is caned log. 
It is very important when introducing this product to prevent exces
sive fog and dew formation. Releasing this product will cause some 
condensation near the release point - slow release rate and low humid
ity will cause less and a fast release rate and high humidity will cause 
more. After the condensation forms, iI will evaporate at a rate that is 
dependent on the relative humidity, the temperature of the fumigation 
atmosphere, and the air mixing rate controlled by the introduction fans. 
Condensation forming on the photoelectric eye of a smoke detector or 
motion detector can cause the alarm to activate. It is very important 
to use proper fans to help mix the heat of the building and lumigation 
atmosphere to evaporate the condensation, liquid water absorbs the 
very small amount of impurities in this product and can result in cor
rosion. 

Fog-Out Prevenlion 
There are several options to reduce the incidence of moisture conden
sation when fumigating air-conditioned 'Structures in hot. humid weather: 

1. Let structure warm a day or two belore fumigation to equalize in
side and outside temperature and stabilize the Relative Humidity 
(RH). 

2. Reduce the introduction rate with a smaller diameter hose, longer 
hose, or pulsed (interrupted) introduction. 

3. Reduce the amount of this product introduced into 2L!.e. area by 
using multiple introduction sites. This would be most important in 
high-dosage fumigations. 

4. Use multiple fans or larger fans to hasten the mixing 01 air and 
heat exchange. 

5. Monitor the fumigation or extend the exposure period to reduce the 
overall fumigant requirements, it practical. 

6. When necessary, use a combination of several of these techniques 
to reduce the release rate and relative humidity, and increase the 
heat exchange ot the structure to the fumigation atmosphere. Drexel 
Chemical's MasteRate takes into consideration fan capacity to rec
ommend the fumigant introduction rate. 

7. Do not tarp or seal a space that is excessively wet. 

Fumigated Space Leak Detection and MItigation 
During release of this product, the fumigator must monitor around the 
perimeter of the fumigation area (especially downwind) with a leak de
tector with sufficient sensitivity to ensure a good seal so that 
concentrations 01 this product are kepi within 1 ppm or less outside of 
the fumigation area. An SCBA must be readily available during the 
fumigant introduction period in case of leaks. 

Oetectors such as TIF 5750 and XP-, manufactured by TIF Instru
ments, Inc., Miami. Florida, can detect concentrations of this product 
over 50 ppm. These devices can only be used to check cylinders for 
significant leaks. A device capable 01 measuring to 1 ppm of this 
product must be used for all other tasks. 

If more than 1 ppm of this product is detected, then clear the area of 
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all personnel. Only persons wearing a sell-contained breathing appara
tus (SCBA) with lull facemask and operating in pressure demand mode 
or its equivalent are permitted in the area to address the leak. Only 
alter levels 01 this product are 1 ppm or less, are unprotected person
nel permitted in the area. 
Large loaks must be mi~imized as quickly as possible to help avoid 
risk of exposure to bystanders andlor occupants of nearby structures 
and to minimize loss 01 fumigant. This involves walking around the 
structure or lumigated area with a monitoring device to determine If 
excessive amounts of fumigant are escaping. proper respiratory pro
tection must be worn when sealing leaks. Seal leaks from the exterior 
of the structure whenever possible. If it is necessary to seal a leak 
from the interior of the structure, the applicator must follow all proper 
reentry procedures. 

Reentry Procedures 
It reentry into a fumigated area is necessary after introducUon of the 
fumigant, but before complete aeration, to troubleshoot distribution 01 
the fumigant or repair leaks, follow the reentry procedures specified in 
Chapter 8. 

CALCULATING DOSAGE 
Establishing the Required Dosage 
The fumigator is challenged with the task of distributing and maintain
ing a concentration of fumigant over the fumigation period to achieve 
the target dosage. Because of the multitude of factors, no two fumi
gations are identical. To specify a single dosage rate for all conditions 
would seldom be correct --usually 11 would be either excessive or 
insufficient for expected pest control. 
Drexel Chemical's MasteRate 
Drexel Chemical's MasteRate is used for all fumigations using this prod
uct. See directions for details and specific use. 00 not use this product 
without the Drexel Chemical's MasteRate. Drexel Chemical's MasteRate 
must be used to calculate the dosage. Drexel Chemical's MasteRate 
program may be modified and updated from time to time; please con
tact your Drexel Chemical Company representative for current 
information. 
Precision Fumigation Defined 
Precision Fumigation is not a new concept; however, most fumigators 
have lacked the tools to consistently plan and conduct precision fumi
gations. Precision Fumigation can be defined as MOptimizing fumigant 
use to maximize efficiency and minimize risk.~ 

Precision Fumigation Concepts 
Use of this product allows fumigators to use their skills, knowledge, 
and experience to create and imptement successful, flexible fumiga
tions. Precision Fumigation methods: a) allow fumigation when/how 
necessary, b) capitalize on enhanced sealing methods, c) maxlmi~e 
exposure lime, and d) utilize temperature modification. 

Fumigant Dosage 
All fumigants utilize some form of the dosage relationship which rs 
often referred to as the MCT Concept~: 

Dosage = Concentration (C) X Time (T) 
or 

o • exT (eT) 

Therefore, the dosage required to kill the target pest(s) Is accumulated 
over a period of time and is measured in ounce-hours or gram-hours. 

CT = oz-h/1000 cu fI 
The concentration in ounce per 1000 cubic loot of fumigant 

multiplied by the exposure time in hours 

The maximum target concentration in Drexel Chemical's MasteRate is 
128 ounces per 1000 cubic foot. 
The maximum target dosage for all normal atmospheric pressure (NAP) 
fumigations is 1500 CT (1500 ounces-hours per 1000 cubic foot). 

For vacuum chamber fumigations, the maximum target concentration 
is 128 ounces per tOOO cubic foot, and the maximum target dosage is 
200 CT (200 ounce-hours per 1000 cubic foot). 

Concentration Units of this product 
1 ounce per 1000 cubic foot .. 240 ppm 

FUMIGANT DOSAGE FACTORS 

The proper dosage for efficacy and the total amount of this product 
needed for a fumigation is determined by four interrelated factors: 

1. Pest species and life stages 
2. Temperature at the site 01 infestation 
3. Exposure time 
4. Half-Loss Time (HL T) 

Pest Factor 

I, =t- "- Cf 
This product is effective on all key stored product insect pest species 
and can control all life stages of Insects. 'However, dillerent pest 
species and life stages require different dosages lor effective can· 
trol. Adult. larval, and pupal stages are controlled with relatively low 
dosages of this product, while the egg stage requires higher dosages. 

Several rodent pests such as rats and mice may infest commodities 
and sites. and damage materials within facilities. The temperature re
striction of 40°F for Insect fumigation does not apply to rodents because 
they are warm blooded. The target dosage for rodents is 3S ounces
hour per 1000 cubic loot. 

Temperature Factor 
Temperature is an important factor for successful fumigation. Insects 
are cold-blooded, so increasing temperature increases insecl metabo
lism. IncreaSing insect metabolism greatly improves the efficacy of 
this product. Increasing temperature can decrease exposure time and! 
or gas needed. Relatively large changes In temperature are generally 
not required. Achieving temperatures 01 25 to 30°C (78 to 8S·F), lor 
example, can have a very positive effect on fumigation efficacy and 
efficiency, 

Fumigators can use the following methods for increasing temperature 
of the fumigated space. PermanenllbullHn systems utilizing hot wa
ter, steam. electric, fossil, solar heat sources. Temporary/leased units 
operating on propane or nalural gas, electric, or other fuels can be 
used. Fans, ~!'I_ater fans and other electrical equipment should be 
grounded and have a good protective lusable or breaker system. Plan· 
ning fumigations during the warmer seasons or even during the warmer 
periods of the day can positively affect temperature factor. 
Do nol apply this product for insecl control when the temperature of 
the site 01 the pests Is below 40"F. 
The measured minimum temperature at the site of the insect pest should 
be used for dosage calculations. 
For rodents, temperature does not affect dosage because they are 
warm blooded. 

Th;ne Factor (n 
The time factor is a key component of C x T:: Dosage formula. The 
exposure time is defined as the number of hours the target Insect is 
exposed to the fumigant. If the structure has good gas confinement, 
increasing the exposure period is one of the most cost elfective prac
tices available to the fumigator. Doubling exposure time in a well-sealed 
structure can decrease gas needed by up to 50%. The fumigator should 
work with the customer to plan and optimize exposure time to minimize 
the fumigant needed. 

Increase time:: Decrease gas needed 
Decrease time = Increase gas needed 

Half Loas Time (HLT) 
HL T is the measurement of how well a fumigated space or area holds 
fumigant from loss. HL T is defined as the time in hours during which 
50% of the initial concentration of fumigant is lost. Research has shown 
fumigant retention is often extremely varlabte between and even among 
areas within a structure. Results from numerous measurements for 
this product indicate the main influencing factors are: 

1. Condition of seal (wall construction', number and size of teaks, etc.). 
2. Type of undersea I (slab. soil. -wood). 
3. Volume of structure (ratio of surface area to volume). 
4. Wind velocity. 
5. Number of windows and doors and other openings such as pipes, 

vents, racks, etc. 

H HL T is more than 20 hours for structures, the seal is considered 
very gOOd. HL T is calculated by actively monitoring the fumigation 
with a Fumiscope or similar device over a period of time and deter
mining the specific loss of gas in thai lime penod. To get a reasonably 
accurate picture of the HLT in a large structure, monitoring points should 
be established throughout the building. This ensures that each area or 
compartment 01 the structure will achieve the required dosage. Drexel 
Chemical's MasteRate will calculate an HLT by area using the collected 
monitoring data. 

Under conditions of rapid fumigant loss (lOW HLT), only the initial hours 
of exposure significantly accumulate dosage. If the HL T is significantly 
shorter than expected (fumigant leaking drastically faster than planned), 
to achieve the required dosage, the fumigator must take additional 
steps. These steps include, but are not limited to, stopping the addition 
of fumigant and addressing the leak (following reentry procedures if 
there is a need to reenter or wearing SCBA if working from outside), 
before increasing gas concentration of this product, increasing the time 
of exposure, or utilizing a combination of the two methods. 
Best practice is to use monitoring data, from previous fumigations for 
this or similar sites and conditions to estimate the HL T, and then monitor 
to confirm the true HL T. When a reasonable estimate of HLT Is not 
available prior to the initiation of exposure, the following Precision 
Fumigation method should be used. Introduce part of the calculated 
dosage of this product, monitoring to determine the actual HL T, and 
then introduce additional parts of the calculated dosage and/or increase 
exposure time to achieve the target dosage. 
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USING DREXEL CHEMICAL'S MASTERATE PROGRAM 
Drexel Chemical's MasteRate is a computer-based program that requires 
entry of key inlormalion to determine the dosage and amount of this 
product to be used. Belore Drexel Chemical's MasteRate program can 
be used, contact your Drexel Chemical Company representative lor 
how to activale the computer program lor calculating dosage. Drexel 
Chemical's MasteRale Pr6grarn may be modified and updated Irom time 
to time; please contact your Drexel Chemical Company representa
tive lor more Information. 

Drexel Chemical's MasteRate has been developed to allow fumigators 
to calculate the correct dosage over a broad range of pest species, 
Iile stages, temperatures, and exposure times. Drexel Chemical's 
Mastel=tate determines the necessary dosage (gram-hours or ounce
hours), converts this 10 pounds 01 this product per 1000 cubic feet (or 
cubic meter) based on volume of fumigated space for all target pests 
relerenced in this Manual. The program also can calculate the neces
sary adjustments to the exposure period or pounds 01 this product 
required to reach the target dosage based on fumigation monitonng 
data. 

The maximum target concentration in Drexel Chemical's MasteRate 
is 128 ounces per 1000 cubic 1001. 

The maximum target dosage lor NAP lumigation in Drexel Chemical's 
MasteRate is 1500 CT (ounces-hOur per 1000 cubic 1001). 

Drexel Chemical's Ma.teRat. Temperature Range 
This Manual states that the lower fumigation temperature limit is 40°F 
lor Insects. AI present, howQver, Drexel Chemical's MasteRate calcu
lates specific dosages for temperatures between 6eeF (20eC) and 86eF 
(30·C). 

Drexel Chemical's MasteRate allows the user to input temperatures higher 
Ihan 86a F, but will calculate the dosage based on 86eF. Since the 
efficacy of this product increases with temperature, Drexel Chemical's 
MasteRale dosages for temperatures higher than B6°F are conserva
tive. 

Drexel Chemical's MasteRa'e allows the user fa input temperatures below 
6BoF, but win calculate the dosage based on 68 e F and provide a warn
ing message that insect control may be less than optimal due to the 
cooler temperature and decreased insect metabolism. Following the fu
migation, monitoring the pest population is recommended to assess 
control. 

Drexel Chemical'. MasteRate Exposure Time Range 
Drexel Chemical's MasteRate allows the user to input exposure times 
between 1 and 168 hours. Short exposures of a tew hours are best 
suilea tor vacuum fumigations, while exposure periodS of several days 
can be appropriate for reasonably_ sealed structures. Fumigations will 
commonly be 24 hours due to the need to limil shutdown time, b.UI 
exlending the exposure time can decrease the amount of fumigant 
necessary. Use Drexel Chemical's MasteRate to determine the most 
appropriate exposure time to meet both the customer's and fumigator"s 
needs. 

Drexel Chemlc,I'. MasteRale HLT Range 
Orexel Chemical's MasleRate accepts HL Ts Irom 1 to 1000 hours. The 
fumigator estimates this value prior to tne fumigation preferably based 
on results 01 monitoring previous fumigations 01 this structure, or of 
fumigations conducted under similar conditions. HLTs of greater than 
50 hours are normally achieved only in chambers and other lightly 
sealed silos. Change HL Ts in Drexel Chemical's MasteRate to see the 
impact of HL T on the amount of fumigant needed for a fumigallon. 

Drexel Chemical', MasteRate Area Volume Range 
Drexel Chemical's MasteRate calculates fumigant dosages for struc
tures ranging in volume from 35 to 10,000,000 cu It. Errors in 
measuring the volume can lead to underdosing and not achieving the 
target dosage, or using more lumigant than is needed to achieve the 
larget dosage. 

Drexel Chemical'. MesteRale Ranges 

Temperature 68 to 86°F 
HLT 1 to 1000 hours 
Exposure Time 
Volume 
Dosage 
Fumigation Type 
Pressure Type 

Limits 
Dosage (CT) 

Concentration 

1 to 168 hours 
35 to 10,000,000 cu It 
~Low" or ~High· 
MSpaceM or ~Commodity· 
MNotmal Atmospheric~ or "Vacuum~ 

1500 oz-h/l000 cu It (NAP) 
200 oz-h/l000 cu It (vacuum) 
128 ozl1000 cu It 

Drexel Chemical', MasleRale Example 

INPUT 
Species 
Temperature 
HLT 
Exposure Time 
Volume 
Dosage 
Fumigation Type 
Pressure Type 

OUTPUT 
Dosage (CT) 
Concentration 
Quantity 

Steps of Operation 

Red Flour Beetle 
86 D F 
15 hours 
24 hours 
800,000 cu It 
Low 
Space 
Normal Atmospheric 

33B oz·h/1000 cu It 
23.3 ozl1000 cu fI 
11B4 Ib 

Preparation prior fo fumigant release: 

1. Oetermine pest species and life stages to be controlled. 
2. Measure temperature at pest location wilh a thermometer. (Drexel 

Chemical's MasteRate operates in both English (OF) and metric (0C) 
unils.), 

3. Calculate volume 01 fumigation space. 
4. Determine the targeted exposure period. 
5. Estimate the HL T based on "revious experience or estimation. 
6. In Drexel Chemical's MasteRate, calculate dosage of this prOduct 

in oz per 1000 cubic 1001 (or gm/ml) and gel Ib (or kg) 01 this 
product needed lor the job. 

Sequential Fumigations 
Sequential fumigations are an alternative dosage strategy that may be 
used to control insect infestations. Fumigate once at the low dosage, 
which is sufficient lor control 01 the post·embryonic (larva, pupa, adult) 
stages, plus a Significant portion of the eggs. If there are any surviv
ing insect eggs, then after they have hatched, but prior to their 
maturation and deposition 01 new eggs, fumigate a second lime, again 
at the low dosage. When sequential fumigations are done, do not ex
ceed the maximum cumulative target dosage of 1500 CT (1500 az-h/ 
1000 cu It) lor the target commodity. 

Using Drexel Chemlca"s MasteRate When Monitoring 
During the exposure period, the concentration of this product can be 
measured by a Fumiscope or similar device. After the fumigant can· 
cent ration has reached equilibrium, measurements taken over an interval 
01 lime will give the actual loss rate Irom which the HLT can be deter
mined. Use of Drexel Chemical's MasteRate during monitored 
fumigations haS shown that signilicant quantities of tMis product can 
be saved compared to unmonilored fumigations and beller control 
achieved. Refer to Drexel Chemical's MasteRate help Iile for specific 
directions on how to use this program. 

Drexel Chemical's MasteRate is designed to determine actual HLT based 
on measurements of concentrations 01 this product during fumigation. 

Monitoring to Determine Status and Updated Dosing 
Aecommendatlons 

1. Measure (with a gas measuring inslru';'ent such as a Fumiscope or 
similar device) concentration of this prOduct ounce per 1000 cubic 
foot (gm/m3), 

2. After one or more hours, take a second measurement of concen
tration of this product. Accuracy of HL T increases as time between 
monitoring intervals is increased. 

3. Drexel Chemical's MasteRate will calculate the actual measured HLT, 
4. II the HLT is shorter than estimated (more rapid loss 01 fumigant), 

then either more of this product needs to be adaed to finish on 
time or the exposure time may be extended if sufficient product 
is present. Drexel Chemical's MasteRate will provide these I1me 
and ~add gas~ recommendations. 

Chapt.r 7 

MONITORING THIS PROOUCT 
Monitoring discussed within this chapter rafers to measuring accumu
lated dosage and does not relet to required monitoring for worker and 
bystander exposure. 

Monitoring fumigant concentration at key places in the fumigated en
vironment is recommended because it can provide important information 
to the fumigator regarding the placement of fumigant introduction sites 
that will assist in the efficiency and success of futUre lumigalions. 
Thus, in addiUon to helping maximize effiCiency of a large fumigation, 
monitoring fumigant concentration can serve as a learning experience 
for the fumigator. For instance, If equilibrium is not achieved quickly, 
the lumigator can consider placing additional introduction sUes at fans 
in the next fumigation. 

Measurement of the accumulated concentration of this product while 
the fumigation is in progress becomes increasingly valuable as the 
structure size, complexity, and the repercussions of poor pest control 
increase. 
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THE OBJECTIVES OF MONITORING FUMIGANT CONCENTRATION OF 
THIS PRODUCT ARE: 
1. To allow Drexel Chemical's MasteRale 10 determine the optimal 

amount of this produci needed to control the target pests under 
the actual fumigation conditions. 

2. To allow Drexel Chemical's MasteRale 10 calculate CT (dosage) 
needed and achieved to ensure a successful fumigation. 

3. To allow Drexel Chemical's MasteRate to calculate Ihe aclual HLT 
vs. just estimating the HL T. 

4. To create a reasonable history of Drexel Chemical's MasleRate liIe 
records so that enhanced Precision Fumigation techniques can be 
built upon In subsequent fumigations. 

SPECIFIC GUIDELINES FOR MONITORING A TYPICAL FUMIGATION 

This product should be circulated so as to reach equilibrium rapidly, 
ideally within an hour of introduction. The time for HLT determination 
starts only aller equilibrium of this product has been established. 

1. Monitor this product in spaces most representative of the atmo· 
sphere in which insects will be located within the structure. In larger 
jobs, more sampling points may be necessary. 

2. In structures with partitions or poor air circulation, samples should 
be taken from the separate sections, such as each floor .01 mul
tipte story structures or each room in a partitioned building. 

3. Measurements should be as dependable and accurate as possible, 
especially when low concentrations are involved. 

4. The lime required between measurements to determine the HLT will 
depend on the estimated HL T or past history 01 the structure. 

Monitoring Hoses 
Arrangements should be made to place sampling hoses in the struc
ture prior to fumigant introduction. Semi-rigid vinyl hoses (3 10 6 mm 
or 118" to 1/2" 10) should be placed so as to sample representative 
concentrations with a Fumiscope or similar device, Monitoring hoses 
larger than 6 mm 10 may take a tonger lime to pull the sample from 
the fumigated space to the monitoring device because of the larger 
volume 01 air needed to be moved. 

Adequate tubing must be connected to the Fumiscope or similar de
vice to direct all of the fumigant eXhausted from the unit back into 
the enclosure or structure to prevent exposure to the fumigant. 

Chapter a 
AERATION, CLEARING, AND REENTRY 
Two persons trained in the use of this product, at least one being an 
applicator certified by the slale, must be present on site at all times 
during introduction of the fumigant, reentry prior to aeration. initiation 
of the aeration procedure, when testing for reentry after aeration !if 
aerated in an enclosed space) and during reentry. 

II is essenUal that no occupant reenter the structure after fumigation 
until the !umigant has been aerated and the space has been fully testeo 
and cleared lor reentry, 

One of the features of this product for structural fumigation is its 
capacity to rapidly diffuse into the sites of the pests. Then, when the 
confinement seals are removed, aeration is also typically rapid. Fans 
are excellent aids in attaining quick aeration and are essential where 
cross ventilation is poor. The Kopening~ of a fumigation should be car
ried out with care to minimize crew and bystander exposure to this 
product. 
PRECAUTION: Prior to aeration, fumigators need to take into account 
the proximity to bystanders, location of other structures, wind speed 
and direction. 

AERATION - RECOMMENDED PRACTICES 
Successful, timely, and safe aerations following fumigations must be 
planned. The following five recommended practices always should be 
factored into the fumigation prior to fumigant introduction: 

1. MINIMIZE CONCENTRATIONS AT END OF EXPOSURE PERIOD: 
The lower the concentration of fumigant at the end of the expo· 
sure period, the easier and more timely the aeration process will 
be. By using Precision Fumigation techniques, the lumigalor can 
minimize the amount of fumigant introduced, maximize its effi
ciency, and maximize the accumulated dosage (CT). 

2. AERATE AT THE HIGHEST POINT PRACTICAL: By aerating at the 
highest point on the structure, the highest concentrations 01 fumi
gant are directed away from workers and bystanders and are allowed 
to quickly dilute to less than 1 ppm levels. 

3. DIRECT AERATION GASES UPWARD: Aeration in an upward man
ner also directs fumigant away from workers and bystanders and, 
by using additional fans, acts to further dilute the fumigant to safe 
levels. In many cases, a permanent exhaust system thai force
fully directs the air column upward or emits it through a stack would 
aid in the efficiency and safety of the aeration process. 

4. CONTROL THE EXHAUST RATE: The exhaust rate ~'ng th!ra?-9 
tion process should be controlled to ensure large 1J0lumes of 
fumigant taden air have time to disperse, thus minimizing the risk 
01 bystander exposure to concentrations greater than 1 ppm. Many 
structures have air handling systems that can easily achieve a 
total air eXChange within the lacility in a very short period of time. 

5. MONITOR TO ENSURE WORKER AND BYSTANDER EXPOSURE 
LEVELS ARE NOT EXCEEDED: The perimeter of the fumigation 
area, especially downwind, must be monitored to ensure that con
centrations of this product are kept within acceptable levels outside 
the fumigation area. 

FACTORS INFLUENCING AERATION TIME 

FIVE FACTORS AFFECT THE TIME NEEDED FOR AERATION: 

1. Rate of air exchange 
2. Terminal fumigant concentration 
3. Load factor - sorbtion/desorphon and diffusion rale 
4. Temperature 
5. Interior layout of the structure 

Rate of Air Exchange 
The most important lactor In aeration Is the rate 01 air exchange In a 
structure. The air exchange rate will be influenced by openings in the 
external walls (windows, vents, door, etc.), wind velocity, size and 
arrangement 01 the structure. The most effective, practical method to 
increase the rate of aeration is to increase cross ventilation by open
ing doors and windows. Fans are also useful lor this purpose as a 
means of establishing a directed airflow through the structure in which 
fresh air is introduced and air inside the structure is exhausted/venti
lated as efficiently as possibte. 

Terminal Fumigant" Concentration 
The amount of fumigant left in a structure at the end 01 the fumiga
tion period can vary greatly. All other factors being equal, the greater 
the terminal concentration, the longer the time required to complete 
aeration. Thus, good planning and monitoring to ensure only the nec· 
essary amount of this product is introduced can decrease the aeration 
period. 

load Factor - Sorption, Desorption and Diffusion 
The Mload factor~ can be expressed as the amount 01 materials fumi
gated that will adsorb or absorb the fumigant. This product has relatively 
low sorbtive characteristics, meaning it has a low potential to stick to 
or react with fumigated materials. 

The sorption that does occur, however, can affect aeration in some 
situations. Oesorbing fumigant can slow the time to reach safe reen
try levels of 1 ppm or less in the breathing zones. Often, the greatest 
amount 01 this product to be desorbed is associated with the com
modities. 

The sorption/desorption phenomenon is a function 01 fumigant concen
tration and temperature - the higher the concentration throughout the 
fumigation, the greater the driving force for sorption and, therefore, 
the higher the quantity to be desorbed. As with sorption, desorption 
initially occurs very rapidly. Most 01 .the fumigant will desorb during 
the initial part of the aeration period in response to the immediate low· 
ered concentration inside the structure when seal is broken. 

Temperatura 
Temperature has a direct effect on the clearance rate of a fumigant. 
The higher the temperature, the faster the rate of gas diffusion and 
desorption. 

HANDLING UNAERATED COMMODITIES 

Transfer of an unaerated commodity to a new storage site within a 
facility prior to complete aeration is permissible; however, transfer of 
unaerated containers or truck trailers over public roads is prohibited. 
Also, railcars cannot be moved off site until aerated. 

While handling unaerated commodities, people must not be exposed to 
this product in excess of permitted exposure levels. 

Transfer of incompletely aerated commodity via bulk handling equip
ment such as augers, drag conveyors and conveyor belts to a new 
site is permissible. However, the new storage must have proper 
placarding and adequate security if it contains greater than 1 ppm of 
this product. Workers who handle incompletely aerated commodity must 
be informed and appropriate safety measures must be taken (Le., ven
tilation and respiratory protection) to prevent exposures from exceeding 
1 ppm. 

CLEARANCE AND REENTRY 

Reentry Procedures 

Before aeration, if reentry into an area under fumigation is required 
for any reason, the following procedures must be strictly adhered to: 

1. Before reentry, measure the concentration of this product using a 
sufficiently sensitive device to adequately prepare for worker 
safety. 
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2. A minimum of two persons, one an applicator certified by the state 
and others being trained in the use 01 this product, must be present 
on site to re8nlsr an ar8a under fumigation lor initiating 6eratlon 
or trouble shooting and testing for concentration 01 the fumigant 
after aeration belore releasing lor r90ccupation. 

3. Tho person before entering must be wearing a self-contained breath
ing apparatus (SCBA~ with full face mask and operating in pressure 
demand mode or its equivalent. 

4. Other appropriate worker protective equipment must be worn by all 
workers at the site depending upon the site and the type of work 
being done. 

5. Nolily authorities, emergency personnel and olher required per
sOnnel if reentry is done under emergency conditions (see Chapter 
9, FMP). 

No one shan be in fumigated areas if the level of this produci is more 
than 1 ppm in Ihe breathing zones unless wearing a NIOSH or MSHA 
approved positive pressure self-conlalned breathing apparatus (SCBA, 
not SCUBA) or combination air supplied/SCBA respirator, such as manu
factured by Draeger, Ranger, Survivair, Scoll, or MSA. Only a detection 
device ot sulfident sensitivity, such as Ihe INTERSCAN gas ana
lyzer [Model GF 1900j or MIRAN vapor analyzer (SapphiRe}, can oe 
used to confirm a concentration of 1 ppm or less of this prOduct. 

Reoccupancy 
Do not allow reoccupancy of any fumigated area until the aeration and 
clearing process is complete according 10 directions and levels of this 
product do not exceed 1 ppm as determined by the use of a detection 
device with sufficient sensifivity. 

Following the aeration periOd, the fumigator must test the breathing 
spaces in the space or structure to make certain that the concentra
tion 01 this product is 1 ppm or less before allowing fe-occupation of 
the structure. 

Follow all federal, state, and local requirements lor reoccupancy. 

Chapter iii 

FUMIGATION MANAGEMENT PLAN (FMP) 
The certified applicator is responsible for working with the owners andl 
or responsible employees of the site to be fumigated to develop an 
FMP for this product. The FMP is intended to ensure a safe and effec
,ive fumigation. Critical components of a fumigation of this product 
include Drexel Chemical's MasteRate Program and the documentation it 
creates and the Precision Fumigation T'" Techniques. The FMP must 
address characterization of the sile and appropriate monitoring and 
notification requirements consistent with, but nol limited to, the follow· 
ing: 

1. Inspect the site to determine its suitability for fumigation. 
2. When sealing is required, consult previous records for any changes 

to the structure, potential leaks and monitoring of occupied and 
adjacent buildings. ~ 

3. Consult with company officials (whose area or commodity is fumi
gated) and appropriate employees, prior to each fumigation, for 
any existing FMPs, MSOS, Applicato,'s Manual and other relevant 
safety procedures. 

4. Consult company officials in the development of procedures and 
appropriate safety measures for nearby workers and public per
sonne! who will be in and around the area during fumigation and 
aeration. 

5. Consult with company officials to develop an appropriate exterior 
monitoring plan that wilt confirm that nearby workers and bystand
ers afe not exposed to levels above the allowed limits during 
application. fumigation and aeration. This plan musl also demon
strate that nearby residents will not be exposed to concentrations 
above the allowable limits. 

S. Consult with company officials to develop procedures for local 
authorities to notify nearby residents in the event of an emer· 
gency. 

7. Confirm the placement of warning placards around the fumigation 
site as descrIbed in this Manual. 

8. Confirm the required safety equipment (including that required for 
entry into an area under fumigation) Is in place and the necessary 
manpower is available to complete a safe, effective fumigation. 

GUIDANCE FOR PREPARATION OF AN FMP 

An FMP is an organized, documented description of the steps involved 
to help ensure a safe, legal, and effective fumigation. Druel 
Chemical's MasleRate SUpports the creation of documentation needed 
to satisfy an FMP. Drexel Chemical's MasteRate and the FMP will as
sist you and others in complying with pesticide product label 
requirements. The guidance that follows is designed to help assist you 
in addressing all the necessary factors involved in preparing for and 
fumigating a site. This guidance is intended to help you organize any 
fumigation Ihat you might perform prior to actual treatment. 

II is meant to be somewhat prescriptive, yet flexible enough to allow 
the experience and expertise of the fumigator to make changes based 
on circumstances which may exist in the field. Precision Fumigation 
techniques support this flexible and adaptive approach. By following a 

step-by-step procedure, yet allowing for fleXibiIitY~f?and IctivM 
fumigation can be performed. Belore any lumigation begins, carefully 
read and review 1118 label and the Applicator's Manual. This information 
must be given to the appropriate company ollicials (supervisors, lore-
man, safety officer, etc.) in charge of the site. Preparation is the key 
to any successful fumigation. Ii you do not find specific instructions 
for the type of lumigation that you are to perform listed in this guid-
ance document, you will want to construct a similar set of procedures 
using this document as your gUide or contact Drexel Chemical Com-
pany for assistance andlor additional resources. Finally, before any 
fumigation begins you must be familiar with and comply with all appli-
cable lederal. stale and local laws. The success and fulure ollumigalion 
are not only dependent on your ability to do your job, but also by 
carefully following all rules, regulations, and procedures required by 
governmental agencies. 

Checklist Guide for an FMP 

This checklist is provided to help you take into account factors that 
must be addressed prior to performing all fumigations. It emphasizes 
safety steps to protect people and property. The checklist is general 
in nature and cannot be expected to apply to all types 01 fumigation 
situations. It is to be used as a guide to prepare the required plan. 
Each item must be considerec:!. However, it is understood that each 
fumigation is different and not all Items will be necessary for each 
fumigation. --- ~ 

A. PRELIMINARY PLANNING AND PREPARATION 

1. Determine the purpose of the fumigation and record in Drexel 
Chemical's MasteRate. 
a. Control of insect infestation 
b. Control 01 rodent inlestalion 
c. Plant pest quarantine 

2. Determine the type of fumigation and record in Drexel Chemical's 
MasteRate. For example: 
a. Space: tarp, mit!, warehouse, food plant, railcar or Ship (when 

fumigating vessels such as ships read the U.S. Coast Guard 
Regulations 46 CFR 147A, in addition to the Applicator's 
Manual) 

b. Commodity: raw agricultural or processed foods 
3. FuJJy acquaint yourself wifh the slle and commodily 10 0& fumi

gated, and record the following in Drexel Chemical's MasteRate when 
necessary 
a. In conjunction with the owner/operator/person in charge, take 

not of the general structure layout, structure construction (ma
terials, deSign, age, maintenance), fire or combustibility haz
ards, connecting structures, other significant fumigant escape 
routes, and other unique hazards or structure characteristics. 

b. The number and identification of persons who wilt routinely enter 
the proximate area fumigated (I.e. , employees, visitors, cus
tomer, etc.) 

c. The specific commodity to be fumigated 
d. The previous treatment history of the commodity, if available 
e. Accessibility of utility service connections. 
I. Nearest telephone or other means of communication, and note 

the location of these lIems 
g. Emergency shut-off stations for electricity water and gas. Note 

the location of these items 
h. Location and number of fans, introduction sites, and monitor

ing lines 
i. Current emergency telephone numbers of local health, fire, 

police, hospitat and phYSician responders. 
j. Name and phone number (both day and night) of appropriate 

company officials. 
k. Location of command center 
I. Review labeling, including the Applicator's Manual 
m. Location of cylinders 
n. Cylinder temperature or pressure 
O. Introduction line: length, inside diameter, and burst pressure 
p. Fan capacity (i.e., cu ft/mm) 
q. Record and calculate dosage in Drexel Chemical's MasteRate 

(1) Cubic footage or other appropriate spacellocation calcula-
tions 

(2) Estimated HL T 
(3) Temperature 
(4) Exposure time 
(5) Target pest 
(6) Whether the low, high, or user·defined CT was used and 

the resultant CT target value 
(7) Initial. additional and total amount of fumigant used 
(8) Time of introduction and, if any, times of introduction of 

add gas applied 
(9) Actual CT achieved 

B. PERSONNEL 
1. Confirm that all relevant personnel in and around the structure to 

be fumigated have been noUlled prio, to application 01 the fumi
gant. Consider using a checklist Ihat each employee initials 
indicating they have been notified. 
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2. Instruct all relevant fumIgatIon personnel to read the Applicator's 
Manual about the hazards that may be encountered and about the 
selection 01 personal protection devices, including surticiently sen
sitive detection equipment. 

3. Confirm that all personnel are aware of and know how to proceed 
In case of an emergency situation. 

4, Instruct all relevant personnel on how to report any accident andl 
or incidents related to fumigant exposure. Provide a telephOne 
number for emergency response reporting. 

5. Instruct all personnel to report to proper authorities any theft of 
fumigant andlor equipment related to fumigation. 

S. Establish a meeting area for all personnel in case of emergency. 

C. MONITORING 
1. Safety 

a. Monitoring of Conditions 0/ Ihis product must be conducted 
in areas to prevent excessive exposure and bystander ex
posure. 

b. Keep a log or manual 01 monitoring records for each fumi
gation site. This log must at a minimum contain the timing, 
number of readings taken, location, and tevel of concen
trations found. 

c. When monitoring, document even it there is no fumigant 
present above the sale levels. In such cases, subsequent 
monitoring is not routinely required. However, spor checks 
must be made occasionally, especially if conditions sig
nificantly change. 

d. MOnitoring must be conducted during aeration and correc
tive aclion taken if gas levels exceed the allowed levels 
in an area where bystanders andlor nearby residents or do
mestic animals may be exposed. 

2. Efficacy 
a. Readings of this product should be taken Irom within the 

fumigated structure to insure proper gas concentrations. 
Drexel Chemical's MasteRate's analysis 01 these readings 
muat be used as a basis lor any decisions to add gas and 
the determination of subsequent amounts needed. 

b. All readings of this product must be recorded in Drexel 
Chemical's MasteRate. 

c. Readings should be of sufficient nature to reasonably de
termine HLT and, thus, identify whether any significant 
unforeseen leaks are occurring, 

D. NOTIFICA nON 
1. Confirm the appropriate local authorities (fire departments, 

police departments, etc.) have been notified as per label in
structions, local ordinances, or Instructions 0' the client. 

2. Prepare written procedure (,Emergency Response Plann that 
contains explicit instructions, names. and telephone numbe'rs 
so as to be able to notify local authorities If levels of this 
product are exceeded in an area that could be dangerous to 
bystanders and/or domestic animals. 

E. SEAliNG PROCEDURES 
1. Sealing must be adequate to control the pests. Care should be 

taken to ensure that sealing materials will remain adequately 
intact until the fumigation is complete. 

2. If the Site has been fumigated before, review the previous FMP 
andlor Drexel Chemical's MasteRate files for previous sealing 
and Hl T information. 

3. Make sure that construction/remodeling has not changed the 
building in a manner that will materially effect the fumigation. 

4. Warning placards must be placed on all entrances and all sides 
of the fumigation site. 

F. APPLICATION PROCEDURES AND FUMIGATION PERIOD 
1. Plan carefully and apply the product in accordance with the 

label requirements. 
2. Two persons trained in the use of the product, at least one 

being an applicator certified by the state, must be present on 
site at all times during the introduction 01 the fumigant, reen
try prior to aeration, initiation of the aeration procedure, when 
testing lor reenlry after aeration (if aerated in an enclosed 
space) and during reentry. 

3. Apply fumigant from the outside when and where appropriate. 
4. Provide watchmen when entry into the fumigation site by un

authorized persons cannot otherwise be aSSUred (~.g .• by 
secondary locks, barricades, etc.). 

5. When entering structures, always follow OSHA rules for con
fined spaces. 

S. Keep the flexibility and record keeping function of Drexel 
Chemical's MasteRate in mind - it will provide a basis lor im
proved understanding and thus safer fumigation application in 
the future. 
a. If Drexel Chemical's MasteRate calculated CT is achieved 

early, the lumigation can be ended early. 
b. If additional time is necessary, use Drexel Chemical's 

MasteRale to calculate how much time is needed. 
c. It it is necessary to add gas, use Orexel Chemical's 

MasteAate to calculate how much additional gas is required. 

G. POST-APPLICATION OPERATIONS 
,;}( 

1. Provide walchmen when you cannot otherwise secure the fu. 
migation site from entry (a. 9 . , by secondary locks, barricades, 
atc.) by unauthorized persons during the aeration process. 

2. Determine gas concentration in the fumigated environment from 
outside if possible. Use a sufficiently sensitive gas detector 
before reentry into a fumigated structure to determine tumi· 
gant concentration. 

3. Turn on ventilating or aerating fans where appropriate. 
4. Ventilate and aerate in accordance with structural limitations 

and nearby occupied areas so as to minimize byslander expo
sure. 

5. Consider temperature when aerating. 
6. Datermine gas concentration in the surrounding area if reqUired. 
7. Remove warning placards when aeration is complete and the 

fumigated space has been cleared lor reentry using a detec
tion device 01 sufficient sensitivity. 

8. Inform business/ctiant that employees/other persons may re
turn to work or otharwise be allowed to reenter the aerated 
structure. 

9. Keep records of monitoring of gas concentration inside (effi
cacy readings) and outside (safety readings) the lumigalion 
environment to document completion of aeration. 

Chapter 10 

SITE SPECIFIC CONSIDERATIONS 
KEV CONSIDERATIONS FOR FUMIGATING STORAGE FACILITIES, 
TRANSPORT VEHICLES AND PROCESSING PLANTS 

Follow all local. state and federal regulations covering the fumigation 
of Vehicles and proceSSing plants. 

Stationary vs, In-Transit 
Empty and loaded containers, trucks, railcars, surface ships. and other 
transport vehicles or vessels may be fumigated in assentially the same 
way as other storage facilities. However, in-transit fumigation (includ
ing aeration) 01 any vehicle is prohibited on public roads or waterways. 
Nevertheless, stationary vehicles under fumigation may be moved within 
the confines of the fumigation site if necessary. Special care must be 
given while moving a stationary vehicle or vessel under fumigation so 
as to prevent exposure to bystanders or workers to levels of 1 ppm or 
more of this product. Vehicles and vessels success/uily moved must 
have proper placarding and adequate security. Workers who handle in
completely aerated commodity must be informed and appropriate safety 
measures must be taken (I.e .• ventilation and respiratory protection) 
to prevent exposures from exceeding 1 ppm. Moving vehicles while 
under fumigation on the fumigation site may result in loss of fumigant 
and. therefore, potentially less effective fumigation. 

Selection of Fumigation location 
The size and configuration of the space and the adeqlJacy of the cir· 
culation will dictate the placement and number of release sites for this 
product in a stationary vehicle or vessel. Careful planning must be 
made for fumigant introduction in railcars. shipping containers, and 
trailers. Prevent this product's liquid form from contacting any part of 
the vehicle or contents as it can damage paint or tarnish metals. 
Railcars, shipping containes, and trailers must be placed in a location 
appropriate for conducting fumigation. The location shOUld be away from 
otMer work areas in a secured place. 

Seating the V.hicle or Vessel 
Stationary vehicles should be prepared and sealed fOllowing general 
fumigation using tarpaulin and tape. 

Seal vessels using tarping. taping, and other methods specific for ships 
to confine this product to the fumigation area. 

Securing the Vehicle or Vessel 
Aller the fumigation site has been selected, railcars and trailers should 
be movad into position and secured by selting the brakes and blOCking 
the wheels so that the vehicle will not move during the fumigation and 
aeration periods. 

When fumigating vessels, place warning Signs at all entrances and 
secure the fumigated space. Only certified applicator and trained work
ers involved in the fumigation, wearing appropriate personal protective 
equipment, may be at the site during fumigation and aeration. 

Follow label instructions lor securing entrances and posting warning 
signs on fumigated spaces and structures. 

Fumigation of Surface Ships and Vessels In Port 
Because of its physical properties, this- product is ideally suited to 
control pest infestations in surface ships. Its high volatility allows the 
gas to penetrate into aJi areas of the vessel very Quickly, control the 
pest, and aerate rapidly. However, due to Us lack of warning proper
ties and high inhalation toxicity, this product must not be USed to 
fumigate ships or other vessels whila they are in use. People and de
sirable plants or pets must not remain on board during the fumigation. 

Surface ships and barges may be fumigated with this product, bul all 
aeration procedures must be completed before these vessels are al
lowed to saiL The vessel must not ba moved during the fumigation 
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and aeration periods. II reentry is necessary betore aeration is com
pleted, strictly tollow reentry procedures (see Chapter B). Only those 
persons involved in the fumigation may be at the fumigation site, in
cluding during the aeration process. 
Note: Submarines and other below-the-surface ships must nol be treated 
with this product. 

Except lor thOse persons involved in the fumigation, no people, desir
able plants, or pets may be on board during fumigation. The professional 
fumigator and the ship's captain (or owner) shall follow all applicable 
regulations inCluding Ihose listed in the Coast Guard, DOT, Title 46, 
Shipping, section Parts 147A.1-147AA3. Since the codes listed are for 
fumigants in general, do not use procedures that are not permissible 
for this product as directed by label instructions and regulations. 

11 conditions 01 high relative humidity exist in Ihe vessel during fumi
gation, great care should be exercised 10 use the proper sized fan and 
shOoting hose to avoid overshooting Ihe Ian capacity, thereby caus
ing a "fog oul" in Ihe vessel and possibly tarnishing" and staining. 

Vehicle (Containers, Railcars, Trailers, etc.) Aeration 
Aerate the vehicle using active ventilation methods. To help ensure 
workers and bystanders are not exposed to concentrations that ex
ceed exposure levels for reentry, to the extent possible, con.lrol the 
vantilation process using the recommended practices procedures de
scribed in this Manual (Chapter 7), monitor concentrations of this product 
around the fumigated ship and/or prohibit enlry into the area in ques
tion, At the end of the aeration time when the vehicle has been cleared 
for reentry, the warning signs should be removed, the chocks removed 
from the wheels, and the vehicle put back into service. In-transil fu
migation and aeralion of railcars and other transportation vehicles are 
not permitted. 

Surface Ship Aeration 
Only those persons involved in the fumigation may be at the present 
fumigation site until the site is cleared for reoccupancy. In-transit 
aeration 01 ships is not Permitted. Ships must be aerated and cleared 
for reentry prior to being reoccupied. Aerate the ship using active 
ventilation methods to ventilate the bulk of Ihe fumiganl from Ihe ship. 
To help ensure workers and bystanders are not exposed to concenlra
tions thai exceed exposure levels for reentry, to the extent possible, 
conlrol the ventilation process using the recommended practices pro
cedures in this Manual (Chapter 7), monitor concentrations of this 
product around the fumigated ship, and/or prohibit entry into the area 
in question. 

PREPARATION FOR CHAMBER OR STACK FUMIGATION 

Safety precautions and fumigation procedures vary by whether the 
chamber or stack is outside or within another structure. 

Belore any chamber or stack is fumigated, it is. appropriate to: 

1. Determine the correct dosage (concentration x time", ounce-hours) 
to control the designated pest under the specific treatment condi
tions 

2. Confirm that the chamber or stack and any accessory equipment 
perform as intended. 

3. Determine that this product wilt be confined within the chamber or 
stack by making a test run and monitoring for leaks with appropri
ate equipment. Pressure testing can also indicate the gas 
confinement capabilities of the chamber. 

4. Have on hand proper respiratory protection equipment (SCBA) and 
personnel trained in how to properly use it. 

5. Train personnel in the proper handling of the cylinders. 
6. Educate personnel in first aid procedures to be followed should an 

accident occur and personnel be exposed to this product. 
7. Notify other appropriate individuals that fumigations of this prod

uct will be taking place: 
Company employees other than those performing the fumigations 
such as security patrols, janitors, etc., poHce and fire department 
personnel and others required by local, state and federal laws. 

A. CHAMBeRS AND STACKS WITHIN STRUCTURes 

Permanent Chambers 
Fumigations with this product may be conducted in permanent fumiga
tion chambers enclosed within a larger structure. A permanent chamber 
is defined as a durable hard-walled structure engineered specifically 
for fumigation that effectively confines this product, 

Monitor indoor areas around the permanent fumigation chamber for 
concentrations of this product during the fumigation, especially during 
introduction. No one is permitted to be in an area where tha concentra
tion of this product is more Ihan 1 ppm without proper respiratory 
protection (SCBA). It is advisable to position the chamber away Irom 
work areas. 

LOADING: Chambers and stacks should be loaded so that adequate 
air movement can occur around commodities to allow even distribution 
of the gas. 

CIRCULATION FAN(S): A shoaling lan/circulation fan is recommended 
when introducing this product. A small circulating fan inside the cham
ber will provide a gentle movement of air adequate to achieve even 
gas distribution throughout the chamber. However, il a large open space 

;s no' ova;'ob'o, 0' if usa 01 on ;n"oduc';on Ion ;~a:'mus f;m.:c:q 
practical, an introduction/circulation fan is not required. If a fan is not 
used, ensure introduction will not result in a fog-out within the fumiga-
tion chamber. Slow introduclion rates (1 to 4 pounds per minute) are 
recommended to prevent excessive cooling 01 air near the introduction 
site. Do not apply liquid tumigant directly onto food commodities. 
Anothel recommendation Is fo increase the number of introduction sites. 

Without citculation fans, reaching equilibrium will be delayed or may 
not be achieved. Thus, insect control may not be achieved throughout 
the chamber and aeration will be stowed since ventilation will be less-
ened. 

TESTING SEAL EFFECTIVENESS: Fittings·for conducting pressure tests 
and for monitoring lines during fumigation should be incorporated in 
the chamber. 

Vacuum Chambers 
Vacuum fumigations allen require a lower use rate than normal atmo
spheric fumigations. Do nol exceed 200 ounces-hour per 1000 cubic 
foot. 

Vacuum fumigations can be conducted in vacuum chambers located 
within an enclosed structure without considering the entire structure as 
being under lumigation. 

PLACARDING: Posl warning signs at all entrances to the vacuum cham
ber. 

INTRODUCTION: This product should be released from outside the 
building. II this product is released into the vacuum chamber from 
within the enclosing structure, then the occupied area must be moni
tored to ensure the concentration of this product does not exceed 1 
ppm. 

WORKER EXPOSURE MONITORING: The area surrounding the vacuum 
chamber should be frequently monitored lor concentratjons of thjs 
product to ensure that occupants and workers are not exposed above 
1 ppm. Special care should be taken to monitor during introduction to 
ensure that the introduction lines and cylinder connections are not leak
ing. 

II any leak resulting in detectable levels greater than 1 ppm is en
countered during application, immediately clear the area of all personnel 
not wearing an SCBA. Only persons who are wearing an SCBA are per
mitted in the area to address the leak, Only after I.he leVel of this 
product has dropped to 1 ppm or less are unprotected personnel per
mitted to enter the area. 

AERATION: Aerate the vacuum chamber loll owing instructions above 
for vacuum chamber fumigations outside structures. 

If reentry is necessary before aeration is completed, strictly follow 
reentry procedures (see Chapter 8). 

Tarped-Stacks 
This product may be used to fumigate stackad commodities by cover
ing the commodity with highly fumigant-resistant tarpaulins and then 
s8aling them to the subsurface to craate a temporary fumigation cham
ber (tarped-stack). 

All personnel not trained or not involved in the fumigation must be 
vacated from the immediate area in which the tarped-stack fumigation 
is occurring until the lumigation is completed and the immediate area 
has been cleared fOr reentry. 

The indoor areas around the tarped stack must be monitored for con
centrations of this product when fumigation workers, without proper 
respiratory protection (SCBA), are present within the structure. Per
form air monitoring by utiliz:ing a detection device with sufficient 
sensitivity such as an INTERSCAN gas analyzer [Model GF 1900] or 
MIRAN vapor analyzer [SapphiRe] to ensure that workers are not ex
posed to concentrations 01 this product exceeding 1 ppm. No one is 
permitted to be in an area where the concentration of this product Is 
above 1 ppm without proper respiratory protection (SCBA). 

PLACARDING: Post warning signs to all sides of the structure that 
encloses the stack. For a larped-stack, post all sides of the stack as 
weH as all entrances and sides of the building. 

OCCUPANCY: All personnel not trained or involved in axecution of 
the fumigation are not permitted within the immediate area of the tarped 
stack during the fumigation. 

SECURING THE ENCLOSING STRUCTURE: When the fumigation 
workers are not present at the fumigation site, the enclosing structure 
must be secured from entry by anyone other than the certified fumi
gator or persons under his/her direct supervision. 

WORKER EXPOSURE MONITORING; Workers and bystanders should 
not be exposed above 1 ppm of this product. When fumigation work
ers are present within the enclosing structure during the fumigation, 
frequenlly monitor with a detection device of sufficient sensitivity to 
measure at the 1 ppm level. Immediately vacate the area, or use proper 
respiratory protection (SCBA), if the concentration of this product ex
ceeds 1 ppm. Utilize ventilation procedures to reduce this prOduct below 
1 ppm prior to allowing reenlry without an SCBA, 
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INTRODUCTION: This produci should be released from outside the 
building. II Ihis product is released into the larped-slack from within 
the enclosing structure. then the occupied area must be monitored to 
ensure the concentration of this product does not exceed 1 ppm. 

If any leak resulting in detectable levels above 1 ppm is encountered 
during application, immediately clear the area of all personnel not 
wearing an SCBA. Only persons who are wearing an SCBA are permit
ted in the area to address the leak. Only after Ihe level of this product 
has dropped below 1 ppm are unprotected parsonnel permitted to enter 
the area. 

AERATION: Aeration should be designed to exhaust fumigant from the 
enclosing structure to ensure that workers and bystanders are not 
exposed to levels above 1 ppm. 

B. CHAMBERS AND STACKS OUTSIDE OF STRUCTURES 

Atmospheric PresSure Chambers 
DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION: A suitable atmospheric fumigation 
chamber consists ot a sufficiently gas-tight room with an appropriate 
door. An application system. exhaust blower and a small fan lor even 
gas distribution are recommended. 

PLACARDING: The applicator must post all entrances and all sides of 
the chamber (if accessible) to be fumigated with warning signs. 
tNTRODUCING FUMIGANT: Release this product from the cylinder 
placed outside the chamber through an introduction system (introduc
tion lines, connectors, etc.) with a minimum 500 psi burst pressure 
rating. A small fan should be used to distribute the gas uniformly within 
the chamber. Monitoring gas concentrations within the chamber can 
confirm the distribution of gas within the chamber. 

DOSAGE MONITORING: Monitoring gas concentrations within the cham
ber during the exposure period with a Fumiscope or similar device is 
recommended to confirm HLT. describe gas distribution throughout the 
chamber, and ensure the fargel dosage is achieved. Recommended 
monitoring site locations include one al high, medium, and low heights 
and in the front, middle and back of the chamber. 

EXHAUST FAN(S): The size of the exhaust blower will depend on the 
size of the fumigation chamber and the aeration lime requirements. 
Generally. a fan capable of changing the air in the chamber in 5 to 10 
minutes is recommended. The chamber must exhaust this product out
side the building and away from adjoining buildings or work areas. 
Consult your state agency for emission controt requirements. 

Vacuum Chambers 
Vacuum chambers require special designs which take into account the 
vacuum pressure exerted on the malerials of construction. For this 
reason, it is recommended that trained engineers be consulted before 
constructing a vacuum chamber. Follow all directions given by the 
manufacturer or design engineer. • 

Vacuum lumigatlons allen require a lower use rate than normal atmo
spheric fumigations. 00 not exceed 200 oz·h/1000 cubic loot. 

Specially built steel chambers for vacuum fumigations provide .the 
fastest and most effective fumigation. After the commOdity is placed 
in the chamber, pumps evacuate air. This product is introduced and 
rapidly penetrates all space previously occupied by air. A lethal dos
age of this product results when the proper concentration is maintained 
for the required fumigation period. With the sustained concentration 
(no leakage) and a vacuum of 25 to 27 inches Hg, the time 01 expo
sure and the dosage may be reduced for some insects and life stages. 
PLACARDING: The applicator must post ell entrances and all sides 01 
the chamber (if accessible) to be fumigated with warning signs. 

DRAWING A VACUUM: A vacuum of 25 to 27 inches 01 mercury is 
commonly drawn tor vacuum fumigations. Check to ensure that the 
vacuum is maintained according to plan. Unplanned vacuum release 
indicates leakage. Note that some vacuum fum·lgations are planned to 
allow release 01 the vacuum during expOsure with the objective of 
improving penetration of the commodity as air enters the chamber. 

INTRODUCING FUMIGANT: Because of the special design of vacuum 
chambers, it is recommended that the manufactUrer or design 
engineer's operation procedure be followed. Release this product from 
the cylinder placed outside the chamber through an introduction sys
tem (introduction lines, connectors. etc.) with a minimum 500 psi burst 
pressure rating. A small fan can be used to distribute the gas uni
formly in the chamber if the vacuum is to be maintained throughout 
the exposure period. 

DOSAGE MONITORING: The Fumiscope or similar device cannot be 
used to measure this product during a vacuum fumigation unless the 
vacuum is released. II the vacuum is maintained. and thus no gas is 
leaking from chamber, the achieved dosage (eT) can be calculated by 
using the simple Concentration x Time formula. 

AERATION PROCEDURES: At the end of the exposure, release the 
vacuum, ensuring any exhaust does not expose workers or bystand
ers above the permissible exposure limit. It is recommended to purge 
the chamber of airllumigant 2 times by pulling a partial vacuum prior 
to checking the gas concentration for reentry purpOSes. Aeration of 
th·ls product is very rapid. but desorption can occur for a longer period 
of lime. 

Manage the aeration process (location. exhaust rat~~irecllotto ;\..-Cf 
ensure that workers and bystanders are not exposed to levels above 
1 ppm. 
Always check for the concentration 01 this product with a suitable de
tector befpre entering the chamber without proper respiratory protection 
(SCBA). Keep the exhaust fans running during the aeration periOd and 
also while unloading the chamber. Remove the warning signs when 
aeration has been completed and it has been determined that the area 
is sale to enter. 

Tarped-Stacks 
Fumigations may be conducted in temporary chambers created using 
tarpaulins or other gas impermeable sheeting as the "walls" to hold In 
Ihe fumigant. These are someUmes called ~stack fumigations." The 
following instructions pertain to fumigation 01 tarped-stacks localed 
outside other structures. 

The items should be placed on a sufficiently airtight foundation, such 
as another tarp or on concrete, and covered with a fumigation tarp to 
ensure a tight seal. The tarp over the items should be supported so as 
to create a gas expansion dome. The edge 01 the tarp on the lounda
tion must be sealed either by weighting the edges with sand or water 
~snakes" or equivalent. 

PRECAUTION: Tarp fumigations should be conducted out of doors or 
in a building that will not be occupied during fumigation and aeration 
periods. 

PLACARDING: All entrances and all sides of the fumigated environ
ment and any connected area not monitored must have warning signs. 
DOSAGE MONITORING: Monitoring gas concentrations within the tarped
stack during the exposure period with a Fumiscope or similar device is 
recommended to confirm HLT, describe gas distribution throughout the 
slack. and ensure the target dosage is achieved. Recommended moni
toring site locations include one at high, medium. and low heights and 
in the Iront, middle and back 01 Ihe stack, 

AERATION: Best practices for aeration of tarped-stacks involves set
ting up a chimney system that will ventilate from the highest pOint of 
the Slack in an upward direction at a rate that will not lead to workers 
or bystanders being exposed to levels above 1 ppm. 

STORED BULK COMMODITY FUMIGATION (e.g .• Silos, alc.) 

In many commodity storage situations, the amount of open space for 
IntrOducing this product is limited compared to the total volume of the 
structure. It may not be possible to use shooting fans and release 
methods that are recommended for space fumigations. 

Because of limited tree air volume and lower air movement, fumiga
tors can best adjust by slowing the introduction rate by using smaller 
diameter shooting hoses andlor extending the hose length. 

If the fumigant is released directly into the headspace of a storage 
structure, care should be taken to avoid contact of liquid fumigant and 
the commodity. Sufficient air circulation should be provided to pre
vent moisture condensation in the introduction area. 

t! is strongly recommended that recirculation systems (portable or built
in) be used to rapidly and evenly distribute this product throughout the 
space being treated. Existing aeration blowers that are vented to the 
outside should not be used. 

Procedures for Fumigating Bulk Commodities 

1. Follow instructions in this Manual regarding sealing. securing, 
placarding, and aeration/clearing. 

2. Seal and secure the storage structure. 
3. Determine the target dosage and Quantity of fumigant needed us

ing Drexel Chemical's MasteRate. 
4. Make adjustments to the dosage based on the fumigant mOT'litoring 

results and Drexel Chemical's MasteRa1e recommendations for 
achiaving target dosages. 

5. Determine where the fumigant will be released. 
6. Best practice is to introduce fumigant directly into the air stream 

of a recirculation system. This may either be inside the storage 
structure or directly into the ducting of the system. If the fumi
gant is released into the recirculation system, it should be down 
stream of the tan itself. 

7. In almost all cases fumigant intrOduction rates should be slower 
than for space fumigations of similar volumes to provide time for 
the fumigant to penetrate fhe grain mass and not establisn nigh 
fumigant concentrations in the introduction space. 

S. In the event thaI a recirculation system is not available, the fumi
gant should be released into the headspace above the commodity. 
Care should be taken to prevent contact of liquid fumigant with 
the commodity. 

9. Air circulation should be started prior to fumigant introduction and 
continued during introduction to aid in the penetration of this prod
uct into the commodily mass. High concentrations in the 
introduction space can result in excessive fumigant 1055 via leak
age before the fumigant penotrates evenly into commodify mass. 

10. After introducing the initial amount of fumigant to reach the tar
geted dosage, gas concentrations should be monitored periOdically. 
Any adjustments in terms of amount of fumigant or expOsure time 
should be made based on Orexel Chemical's MasteRate status rec
ommendations. 
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Bulk Commodity Aeration 
1. Prior to the initiation 01 fumigation procedures, equipment should 

be put in place lor a sate aeration. 
2. The fumigant laden air should be vented from the highest practical 

point 01 the storage structure slow enough to nol exceed exposure 
limits. 

3. If available, aeration' blowers can be used 10 rapidly exhaust re
maining lumigant so long as these do not vent in areas where 
workers or bystanders might be affected. 

4. SCBA equipment must be worn if workers must enter the fumi
gated space to initiate aeration or levels in the breathing zone 
exceed 1 ppm. 

5. The storage facility should be finally aerated to 1 ppm or less. 
6. The area or site must be monilored to ensure that liberation of 

fumigant from the treated commodity does not result in the devel
opment 01 unacceplable levels 01 this product. Do not allow reentry 
into trealed areas by any person before thiS tima without proper 
respiratory protection. 

7. Actively aerate commodity a minimum of 24 hours prior 10 offer-
ing to consumers. 

Mills and Food Processing Facilities 

For mills and food processing lacilities, special consideration should 
be given to help ensure workers and bystanders are not exposed to 
concentrations that exceed exposure levels lor reentry. To the extent 
possible, control the ventilation process using the recommended pro~ 
cedures described in this Ml!nual (Chapter 7), monilor concentrations 
of this product around the fumigated site, andlor prohibit entry Into 
the area in question. Precautions to help protect accidental bystander 
exposure to this product in excess of 1 ppm can be of partiCUlar im· 
portance because of the sometimes proximate location of residential 
structures and bystanders that can occasionally occur around mills 
and load processing facilities. Special care shOuld be taken to mini
mize quantities of processed foods prior to space fumigations. 
Processed food not practical to remove prior to fumigation may un
dergo incidental fumigation with this product. However, no direct 
fumigation of processed foods is permitted unless the processed tood 
is specllically listed in the section, Commodities That Can Be Fumi
gated. 

Chapter 11 

TROUBLESHOOTING 
This product in the gaseous phase is a very slightly reactive chemical 
compared to other fumigants such as methyl bromide, hydrocyanic 
acid (HeN), or acrylonitrlle. 

CYLINDERS 

Valve Problems 
Cylinders of this product are fitted with special valves that are appro· 
priate for use with this product. These valves can be damaged if the 
wrong size wrench is used. A 25 to 30 cm adjustable wrench should be 
used to open or close these valves. 

STUCK VALVE - Never use excessive force to open a stuck valve. 
If a valve will not open using normal force, return the cylinder to your 
distributor. 
LEAKING VALVE - Make sure the valve is completely shut off; how
ever, do not use excessive force. Reopening and then closing can 
usually properly seal the valve and stop the leak. If the valve contin
ues to leak, often tightening the packing nut on Ihe top of the valve 
to 25 10 30 fool pounds of torque with an adjustable wrench will SlOp 
the leak. 

If the valve still leaks, move the cylinder to an isolated, secured area 
and allow the cylinder to continue to vent to the air. Be sure to keep 
people away from the area. When all the gas has escaped, replace the 
bonnet and identify faulty cylinders by painting the cylinder shoulders 
red and tagging the cylinder describing the problem in detail. Return 
the cylinder to your distrIbutor so it may be sent to Drexel Chemical 
Company lor repairs. 

Dip Tubes 
A broken dip tube rarely is the reason the liquid form of this product 
cannot be moved out of the cylinder when the valve is wide open. 
Sharp blows to the cylinder, rough handling, or dropping the cylinder 
can break off the dip tube from the bollom of the valve. If the dip 
tube is broken, this product will be released from the cylinder, but at 
a much slower rate. Either introduce this product slowly or replace the 
bonnet and call your distributor for instructions on cylinder return pro
cedures. 

Leaking Cylinders 
Leaking may occur if cylinders receive rough handling. Abrasion on 
the side of the cylinder may produce pinholes in the metaL 
Always identity faulty cylinders, valves, and dip tube by painting the 
cylinder shoulders red. Attach red tag describing the problem in detaiL 
Return cylinders to your distributor. 

CORROSION OF METALS 

This product is not known to cause any corrosion when it is in the 
vapor (gaseous) phase under normal temperatures. Every batch 01 this 
product is tested for metal corrosion belore being released fOr sale. 

Metal surlaces of copper, silver, steel, stainless sf.:. tass. alt ..l-1 
num, etc., may become corroded or rusted il Ihis product is released 
incorrectly. If this product is introduced 100 rapidly, the temperature 
of the air will drop below the dew point resulting in the formation of 
condensalion. 
Condensation generally occurs in or near the area 01 introduction of 
this product. Minute quantities of acids (by-products of the manufac
turing process) are soluble in water condensation and can etch metal 
surfaces. The fumigant introduction rate should not exceed Ihe Ian 
capacity (1 kg of this product per 60 cubic meters per minute 01 fan 
capacity) to thoroughly mix the colder air when this product is intro
duced into the warmer air in the structure. 
Metal tarnishing/corrosion can also occur if heat sources are left on 
during fumigation. This product is decomposed by heat from flames 
such as pilot lights in furnaces, stoves, dryers, or refrigerators and 
such glowing heat sources as electric heaters. Heat sources above 
400°C (752°F) decompose this product to corrosive male rials (mainly 
HF). Therefore, it is imperative that pilot lights and other heat sources 
which pose this risk be eliminated or turned off during fumigations. 

Damage to metals can also occur from the inclusion in the fumigated 
space 01 chlorine generators. These pieces of equipment should either 
be turned off or excluded from the fumigation. 
Damage to metals can usually be corrected by cleaning the metal items 
with a good metal cleanser or polish. The corrosion or rust is usually 
only on the surface. 

GLASS ETCHING 

This product in the gaseous phase is not known to cause etching of 
glass. HF. the decomposition product 01 this product, may react with 
ceramic material such as window glass, china, glazed tile, etc., creat
ing a condition referred to as ~etching" or "frosting." Therefore, iI is 
imperative that all heat sources which produce temperatures at or near 
752°F and pilot lights be turned olf during fumigation. Fog-outs can 
also cause etChing 01 glass and ceramic lile. Each batch of this prod~ 
uct is also tested for glass etching belore it leaves the production 
plant. 

RUN STAINS 
This product in the gaseous phase is not known to cause staining of 
fabrics, walls, paintings, etc. Staining, however, can be caused by the 
presence of liquid water (dew or fog) caused by exceeding the capac
ity 01 the fan to mix cold air when this product is introduced with the 
air in the structure. A condition can occur when condensation forms on 
the interior and/or exterior surfaces of the structures and a ~Slicky" 
light to dark brown liquid (from grease, dirt, and smoke) runs down wall 
surlaces. This may have the appearance in color and consistency 01 
cola. Spots atso may form on the botlom side of horizontal surfaces. 
Most stains can be removed by washing. 
Condensation forming and running down vertical surfaces can occur 
even without the introduction of this product. A structure that is air 
conditioned to a much lower temperature than the air temperature and 
then opened to introduce hot humid outside air will form condensation 
on cold surfaces such as heavy brass. This condition can be avoided 
by either warming the structure slowly prior to sealing or waiting until 
all seals are in place before opening windows and doors to avoid intro
ducing outside air. 

STAtNING 

This product in the vapor phase does not cause staining or discolora
tion of fabric or other materials normally found in a structure under 
fumigation. Fabric staining or color changes can occur when a high 
heat source (i.e., pilot light) converts Ihis product to SO and other 
corrosive materials. Many fabric dyes are acid or base indicators and 
will change color in the presence of acids or bases. 
For staining caused by Irosting of the fumigant introduction hose, see 
Fumigant Introduction Hose Freezing, below. 

FUMIGANT INTRODUCTION HOSE FREEZING 
When this product is introduced according to label directions, the intro
duction hose will nol freeze and the liquid will change to a gas at the 
end of the hose. The use of the proper size fumigant introduction hose 
is important. Initially, slowly open the valve a quarter to one-half turn 
to begin the liquid flow of this product. Then, open valve to one full 
turn or lull flow through the hose. If the liquid changes 10 a gas within 
the hose, frost will collect along Ihe length of the hose and water 
damage can occur to 1I00rs, furniture, etc., where the hose rests. Also, 
this product may change from a liquid to a gas in a hose with kinks. 
This can cause freeze damage from either frost accumulating on the 
outside 01 the hose, or the hose becoming brillle, breaking and sptash
ing the liquid form of this product on surfaces. Replace kinked or 
damaged hoses. Use mesh·reinlorced, flexible hosing of proper speci
fications to avoid this problem. 

During release of this product from the cylinder, some chilling of the 
valves, cylinder, and fumigant introduction hoses can occur under 
normal circumstances. Valves can freeze if this product is allowed to 
change from a liquid to a gas within the valve area. Valve freezing is 
usually caused by using an improper fumigant introduction hose con
nector. 

Carpeting and floors can be damaged if cyhnders, fans and hoses are 
allowed to rest upon them. When this could pose a problem, plastic or 
other protective material should be placed under the fumigant intro
duction hoses and fans. 
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PLANT AND TURF DAMAGE 
This product is quite toxic to most Dlants and they should be protected 
Irom the lumigant; however, plants should not be used as an indicator 
01 the success or lailure of a fumigation. Plants should be removed 
from inside the fumigation site. Structural foundation plantings of or
namental shrubs and trees can be protected to a certain degree from 
the gas by welling the sbil, thereby sealing all the gas Irom the plant 
root system. Water is an excellel'lt barrier and this product will not 
readily move through moist soil. 
Certain plants have been lound to be more sensitive to this product than 
others. These include Junipers, some dwarf palms, springeri lem, orchids, 
and Lily grasses (Liriope spp. and D;:>hiopogon spp.). which are commonly 
used as border plantings. Special allantion should be given to these plants 
during lumigation and the initiation C)I aeration to reduce the exposure to 
this product Plants that have been moved should be placed in a similar 
environment to that where they were being grown - same temperature, 
light, humidity. etc. 

ODOR PROBLEMS 
Odors can also be caused by the decomposJlion of dead animals. Occa
sionally animals such as rats or mice are trapped inside the lumigation 
Site and killed during the fumigation. Many times they die in inaccessible 
areas within the structure and cannot be easily removed. 

POOR CONTROL OF PESTS 
Poor control of the larget pest is caused by not generating the target CT 
(Concentration x Time) lor the temperature to kill the pest. Accumulation 
01 target CT does not begin until thl} lumigant has reached equilibrium in 
the site. Many factors may contribute to insufficient CT accumulation. 
1. Confinement 01 fumigant, primarily ground seal or larps, is worse than 

estimated. 
2. Inaccurate monitoring device. 
3. Too short an exposure period (insufficient CT), 
4. Using the wrong dosage (insuflicient ounces per hour). 
5. Not using adequate fans to distribute the gas properly within the site. 
6. Not accurately determining the temperature 01 the pest site. 
7. Error in calculating volume to be fumigated. 
8. High winds which can cause excessive loss of gas. 
9. Target pest excluded from expC)sure to fumigant by some gas inhib-

iting barrier. 

Latent Mortality 
Sometimes live insects may be found immediately after fumigation. Under 
optimum or favorable conditions, th~ target pest will be dead or obviously 
dying by the end of the fumigation period. Researchers have evaluated 
eventual mortality 01 several stages 01 key postharvest pests following 
exposure to this product. Latent mortality in insects occurs for exposures 
very near mortality threshold levels, Within a species, the latent mortal
ity period tor the egg stage is generally longer and more variable than 
other life stages. 

Non-Target Organisms .. 
Signs 01 activity 01 live non-target organisms (organisms which are not 
specific targets of the fumigation) found within the fumigated space does 
not mean the fumigation failed to control the target pests. -
Consider the following: 

Lethal dosage requirements vaty lor diflerent organisms and may be 
higher for non-target organisms than for the target pest. 
The organism may have received a toxic dosage and will eventually 
die (latent mortality). 
The non-target organism may have entered the structure during the 
aeraUon period. 

Therefore, judgment of the succe4s or lallure 01 the fumigation should 
not be made on the presence of liVe organisms immediately following the 
fumigation. 

PLASTICS 
Liquid Master Fume can be a solvent of some plastic materials. This product 
should not ba introduced direclly Onto plastic surfaces. such as windows, 
as liquid droplets may discolor or etch the material. 

MISCELLANEOUS 
WHITE POWDER LEFT AS RESIOUE: A white powder substance found 
on windows. lile, gtass. lamps. elc,. indicates that a source 01 heat (pilot 
lights, etc.) was left on during the fumigation 

STORAGE AND DISPOSAL 
Do nol contaminate waler, lood or leed by storage and disposaL 
PESTICIDE STORAGE: Store in dry, COOl. well ventilated area under 
lock and key. Post as a pesticide storage area. 
CYLINDER STORAGE: Storing iMoors in occupied areas in buildings 
is not recommended, Store in an adequately dry. cool, well ventilated 
secured and locked area. Post a.s a pesticide storage area. All cylin
ders (lull. partially full, or empty) should be stored in an upright (var
tical) position with safety caps amj protective bonnets securely in place. 
Secure cylinders to prevent being knocked over during storage, trans
port, weighing, and fumigant release. Secure in a manner that does 
not deface the label. Various state and local authorities may regulate 
the storage of this product. Be certain to check with the appropriate 
authorities in your area. 
If cylinders are stored in an enclosed area without proper ventilation, 
the area must be tested for leaks using an Interscan or Miran ana-

(Continued) 

STORAGE AND DISPOSAL (Con't,) 
Iyzer, or similar device 01 sullicient sensitivity, so persons entering 
or working in the general area will not be exposed to concentrations of 
more than 1 ppm 01 this product. Contact your slate and local authofi
lies for additional guidelines. 
TRANSPORTATION OF CYLINDERS: Transport cylinders capped and 
secured in an upright position. On public roads, transport securely only 
in an upright position. During transport, special care must be taken 10 
prevent rough handling or mechanical shock such as dropping, bump
ing. dragging, or sliding. Also. dip tubes can be broken due to sharp 
blows and shocks il the cylinder is on its side, Never transport unse
cured cylinders without preventing their excessive movement. Never 
suspend or lift cylinders by the valve. Loose cylinders can become 
airborne and cause significant damage in an accident. 
Do not transport cylinders in closed vehicles where the same common 
airspace is occupied by personnel. Never transport cylinders by air
craft under any circumstance. 
Do nol remove valve protection bonnet and safety cap until immedi
ately belore USe. Replace salety cap and valve protection bonnet when 
cylinder is not in use. 
All Department of Transportation (DOT) regulations must be followed. 
Contact your local DOT if you have questions. 
LEAK PROCEDURES: Evacuate immediate area 01 leak. USe a NIOSH 
or MSHA approved positive pressure seU-contained breathing appara
tus (SCBA. not SCUBA) or combination air-suppliedJSCBA respirator, 
such as manufactured by Draeger, Ranger. Survivair, Scott, or MSA, 
for entry into affected areas to correct problem, Move leaking or dam
aged cylinder outdoors or to an isolated location. observing strict safety 
precautions. Work upwind it possible. Do not permit entry into leakage 
area by unprotected persons until concentration of fumigant is deter
mined to be I part per million (ppm) or less. as determined by a detection 
device with sUl/icient sensitivity such as an INTERSCAN gas ana
lyzer {Model: CF 1900] or MIRAN vapor analyzer ISapphiRe]. 
EMPTY CYLINDERS: Handle, store and transport empty cylinders 
using the same precautions as previously discussed for full cylin
ders. When the cylinder is empty, fully close the valve and replace 
the salety cap and protection bonnet before returning to your dis
tributor and subsequent shipper. Only Drexel Chemical Company is 
authorized to refill cylinders. Do nol use cylinders for any other 
purpose. 

REMEMBER TO CLOSE VALVE COMPLETELY ON EMPTY CYL1N~ 
OERS, 
CYLINDER AND PRODUCT DISPOSAL: Promptly return all empty 
cylinders to your distributor or Drexel Chemical Company. Follow proper 
cylinder handling directions above. 
Pesticide wastes are toxic. Improper disposal of excess pesticide is a 
violation of Federal law. II these wastes cannot be disPosed of by 
use according to label instructions. consull your State Pesticide or 
Environmental Control Agency or Hazardous Waste office nearest your 
location. 

WARRANTY DISCLAIMER 
Drexel Chemical Company warrants that this product conforms to the 
chemical description on the label and based upon tests is believed rea
sonably fit lor the purposes stated on the label when used in strict accor
dance with the directions, subject to the inherent risks set forth below. 
Drexel Chemical Company MAKES NO OTHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED 
WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR 
PURPOSE OR ANY OTHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTY. 

Use Risk 
It is impossible to eliminate all risks associated with use of this product. 
Plant injury, lack 01 performance. or other unintended consequences may 
result because 01 such factors as use 01 the product contrary to label 
instructions (inCluding conditions noted on the label, such as unfavorable 
weather, soil conditions, etc.), abnormal conditJons (suCh as excessive 
rainfall. drought, tornadoes, hurricanes). presence 01 other materials. the 
manner of application, or other lactors. all 01 which are beyond the con
trot of Drexel Chemical Company or the seller. All such risks shall be 
assumed by buyer. 

limItation 01 Remedy 
The exclusive remedy for losses or damages resulting from this product 
(including claims based on contract, negligence, strict liability, or other 
legal theories), shall be limited to, at Drexel Chemical Company's discre
tion, one of the following: 

1. Relund 01 purchase price paid by buyer or use for prOduct bought, 
or 

2, Replacement of amount of product used. 

To the exient allowed by law, in no case shall Drexel Chemical Company 
or the seller be liable for consequential, special or indirect damages or 
losses from the use, handling, or storage of this product. 

The terms of the 'Warranty Disclaimer' above and this 'Limitation 01 Rem
edies' cannot be varied by any written or verbal statements or agree
ments. No employee or sales agent of Orexel Chemical Company or the 
seller is authorized to vary or exceed the terms 01 the 'Warranty Dis
claimer' or this 'Limitation 01 Remedy' in any manner. 
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APPENDIX A 
ENGLISH-METRIC CONVERSION TABLES 

Temperature 
(OC x 1.8) + 32 '" of 
(OF - 32) + 1.6 = °C 

'F 'C 

10' '0 

102 3' 

100 3. 

37 
98 

3. 
96 

35 
94 

34 
92 

33 

90 32 

6. 31 

.6 30 

B4 29 

.2 28 

• 0 
27 

26 
7. 

25 
76 

24 
74 

23 

72 22 

70 21 

68 20 

66 19 

64 18 

62 
17 

16 
60 

15 .. 
14 

56 
13 

54 12 

52 11 

50 10 

46 • 
46 • 

7 
44 

6 
42 

5 
40 

3. 
3 

3' 2 

34 

32 0 

DOSAGE: 
PRESSURE: 

Volume Wind Speed 
1 11 3 '" 0.0283 m 3 1.609 kph = 1 mph 
1 m' '" 35.31 fP 0.621 = 1 kph 

m' ft' kmph mph 

= ., 31 

10 "" 48 
30 ,. 7!E 
29 

'" 1,765 .. 
28 

75 2,647 44 
27 

100 3530 

" 26 
;ro 7,r:IiI) 

40 25 
:Jll 10,590 

24 
400 14,120 '" 23 
!DO 17,650 

:E 
22 

BOO 21,180 .. 21 
7!ll 24,710 

20 
BOO 26.240 '" 
9ll 31,m 

1 • 
30 

1,000 35,300 
1. 

'" 1,f<)O 52,950 17 

2,000 70,600 '" 16 

3,000 1{)5,9OO '" 15 

4,000 141.200 14 

'" 
5,000 176.500 13 

a:J 
a'9" 211.1KX> 12 

7,000 247,100 18 11 

',000 262,400 16 10 

',000 317,700 • 14 
10,00::> 353,000 • 
20,00::> 706,000 

12 
7 

30.000 ·1,C67,0XI 10 6 

40,000 1,412,CXX> • 5 

50,000 1,765,(0) 4 
6 

1oo,em 3,530,00::> 
3 

4 
2 

2 

0 0 

oz-hr/1000 ft3:: gm-hr/m3 
1 PSI::: 6.9Kpa .. 0.689 bar 
1 bar .. 100 Kpa .. 14.50 PSI 

APPENDIX B 
GLOSSARY TEAMS 

ACTIVE AERATION: Aeration thaI is nol passive. Any increased aera
tion as a result of human intervention or process. 

ACTIVE INGREDIENT: Components of a pesticide that control the target 
pest and is responsible for the pesticidal effect. 

ACUTE INHALATION TOXtCITY: Immediate poisoning from a single 
elevated inhalation exposure to a substance; causes injury or death 
from a single exposure. 

ACUTE ORAL TOXICITY: Immediate poisoning from a single oral el
evated ingestion exposure to a substance; causes injury or death from 
a single exposure. 

ACUTE TOXICITY: A rapid response, often within minutes or hours, to 
a single exposure or dose of a chemical. 

ADSORBTION/ABSORBTION :: SORPTION: The action of a male rial in 
holding a gas or substance. The opposite of desorption. 

AERATE: Exc~~nge fumiganHaden air with fresh air until the concen
tration 01 fumigant has reached the permilled entry level. 

AERATION: The final step of a fumigation thai involves proper venti
lation and clearance of this product lrom the structure. 

AMERICAN CONFERENCE FOR GOVERNMENTAL INDUSTRIAL HY
GIENISTS 
(ACGIH): The professional organization of governmental industrial hy
gienists which establishes annual recommended guideline threshold limit 
values (TLVs) for lifetime noise, radiation and chemical occupational 
exposures for eight hours per day, 40 hours per week. 

ANTIDOTE: A remedy that counteracts the effects of a poison. 

ARTHROPOD: Any segmented invertebrate of the phylum Arthropoda, 
having jointed legs. 

ATMOSPHERE: A mass or body 01 gases that are present in a region 
or place 

AXIAL FLOW FAN: A fan in which the air flows through the impeller 
and casing is primarily axial. The impeller is contained within a cylin
der housing (AMCA Publication 211). 

BOILING POINT (BP): The temperature at which a liquid converts from 
liquid phase into a gas (the temperature at which the vapor pressure in 
a liquid equals the external pressure) . 

BONNET: The cap that covers the valve and safety cap on the fumi
gant cylinder to protect the valvlng system from damage and prevent 
accidental release of the fumigant. 

CARCINOGENICITY: PosseSSing the power, ability or tendency to 
produce or incite cancer in a living tissue. 

CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM (CNS) DEPRESSION: An alteration of 
level of consciousness that proceeds other changes in vital and neu
rologic signs. 

CERTIFIED APPLICATOR: Member of a fumigation crew who has suc
cessfully completed the proper training and is approved by the State 
and the manufacturer to release the fumigant. 

CIRCULATION: Mechanically stir or circulate the fumigalion atmo
sphere. 

CLAMPS: Devices used to attach tarps together and hold them in place 
during a fumigation. 

CLEARING: The procedure fOllowing the aeration period when the fu
migator tests the breathing space in the structure with sensitive 
equipment 10 make certain the concentration of this product is 1 ppm 
or less before allowing fe-occupancy. 

CONCENTRATION: Amount of fumigant per unit area within the fumi
gated space during exposure period. Usually measured in ounces per 
1000 cubic leet or grams per cubic meter. 

CONDENSATION: The change of a vapor or gas into a liquid. 
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CUBIC FEET PER MINUTE (CFM): Often used as a rating system for 
the amount of air a Ian can move. 

CYLINDER SLING: A type 01 holsler or suspension ring used to sus
pend a fumigant cylinder. 

DESORPTION: The IibeniUon or removal of a fumigant substance from 
other substances. 

DEW POINT: The temperature at which water will condense from air 
(the temperature at which dew forms). 

DEW POINT DEPRESSION: The number of degrees the temperature 
must be lowered for dew (water condensation form aif) to form. 

DIP TUBE: A PVC tube that extends from the bottom of the cylinder 
10 Ihe valve on Ihe lop Ihal releases liquid Masler Fume. 

DISPERSE: Distribute the fumigant throughOut the fumigation site. 

DIFFUSION: The spontaneous process whereby a fumigant moves from 
an area 01 high concentration toward an area 01 lower concentration. 

DOSAGE: The number of ounce-hours (gram-hours) accumulated dur
ing the exposure period. Target dosage is the ounce-hours targeted 
during !he planning phase. 

DOSE: The amount of fumigant introduced into the fumigation space 
- oz/lOOO cubic feet (gm/cubic meter). Often confused with dosage. 

DRIERITE: The hygroscopic material used in the Fumiscope unit to 
remove moisture Irom the air. Drierite in good condition is normally 
blue in color. 

EQUILIBRIUM: The state when all the Sulfuryl fluoride molecules are 
at equal concentrations from each other in a confined area. 

EXPOSURE TfME: The amount of time a fumigant is confined in a 
structure to kill the target pest. 

°F/OC: Working temperature, Usually the temperature of the closest 
spots insect pests are located. Usually expressed in degrees Fahren
heit or Celsius. In the case of chamber fumigations, the internal 
temperature of the commodities to be fumigated (i.e., site of pest). 

FACE SHIELD: One of two piaces of salety equipment permitted to 
protect the eyes required when releasing the fumigant (see goggles). 

FLASH POINT: The temperature at which vapor explodes. 

FLUOROSIS: A mottling or blackening of the teeth caused by an over
exposure to fluorine. 

FOG: Very line droplets of liquid moisture in air. 

FOG-QUT: The condensation of moisture inside 8 fumigated structure 
which is caused by a large drop in air temperature. Methods to prevent 
a fog-out include: (1) using the proper inside diameter and length of 
Ihe introduction hose, and (2) using aopropriate fans with SUfficient 
velocity to effectively mix the warmer air inside Ihe structure with the 
colder Master Fume gas. 

FUMIGANT INTRODUCTION: Release of the fumigant Irom its con
tainers into the fumigation space. 

FUMISCOPE: A thermal conductivity analyzer used to monitor the 
concentration of this product during a fumigation. Measures in ounces 
per 1000 cubic leet or gm per cubic meter. The Fumiscope is not lor 
monitoring for human exposure. 

GAS: Matter in vapor state. That fluid form of matter which is com
pressible with limits and, which owing to the relatively free movement 
of its molecules, diffuses readily in other like forms of matler and is 
capable of indefinite expanSion in all directions. 

GOGGLES: One of two pieces of approved safety equipment to pro
tect the eyes required when releasing the fumigant (see face shield). 

GROUND SEAL: The sealing 01 tarps to the ground to prevent fumi
gant loss during a fumigation. 

HALF-LOSS TIME (HL T): The relative measure of how well a structure 
holds fumigant. Actual time required to lose one-half of the fumigant 
concentration, measured in hours. The fumigant loss rate depends on 
the building construction, sealing practices, wind, and fumigant distri
bution influences. The acluaJHL T can be established only by measuring 
the fumigant concentration during the exposure period with a gas mea
suring instrument and using Drexel Chemical's MasleRate program. 

HANGING BONNET: A type of cap or ring used 10 suspend the fumi
gant cylinder. 

HEAT OF VAPORIZATION: The amount of heat necessary to change 
a liqUId state to a gaseous state. This is usually measured in British 
Thermal Units (BTUs). 

HEPATIC: Pertaining to the liver. 

HOURS EXPOSURE (HE): The number of hours the site is exposed to 
the lumigant. 

HYDROFLUORIC ACID: A highly reactive chemical which can corrode 
or damaga many household effects. This product can decompose into 
hydrofluoric acid and sulfur dioxide If exposed to high heat conditions 
present in gas, flames or glowing electric elemenls. 

HYDROGEN FLUORIDE: A colorless liquid made by the action of 
sulfuric acid on calcium fluoride. The compound is an extremely strong 
fluorinating agent, which attacks glass. 

HYDROLYSIS: A chemical reaction that causes chemical breakdown 
in the presence of water. 

INSlDE DIAMETER {lD}: The measurement of the interior widlh of the 
fumigant introduction and monitoring hoses. 

INERT INGREDIENT: Other non-pesticidal or formulating ingredients 
in a pestiCide formulation. 

INTERSCAN GAS ANALYZER: A portable analyzer designed to mea
sure low 
concentrations of this product for worker and bystander exposure and 
final clearing. The 
Interscan provides immediate and continuous readings of gas concen
trations from 1 to 
50 ppm. 

lATENT HEAT OF VAPORIZATION: The number af calories per mole 
of substance needed to change a liquid at its boiling point to a gas. 
For this product, this is 4600 cal/mole. When liquid fumigants under 
pressure are released, available heat is ~pulled" from the immediate 
surroundings as the liquid changes to a gas. 

LATENT MORTALITY: The delayed kill of an organism receiving a toxic 
dose. 

LEAK DETECTOR: Device used to detect leaks in the structure or seal 
during a fumigation. An example would be a TIF 5750 Or XP·1 detector 
models. 

LOAD FACTOR: The amount of material within the fumigated space. 
Sometimes fumigant is sorbed by materials and made unavailable for 
insect control. 

MAXIMUM CONCENTRATION: The greatest concentration of chemical 
that can Or is permitted to exist as a gas in a given space. The higher 
the maximum concentration of the fumigant, the more that can be 
applied in a given space. 

MIRAN SapphiRe (mobile infrared analyzer): A type 01 clearance de· 
vice used to clear a structure lor re-occupancy after a fumigation. 
Uses infrared technology to measure down to ppm. 

MOLECULAR WEIGHT: The sum of the weights of the constituent at· 
oms of a molecule. For this product it is 102.07. 

MONITORED FUMIGATION: Repeated observations of a fumigation 
during the exposure period to determine the concentration of gas at a 
specific location, detect gas loss over time, ensure the appropriate 
amount of fumigant and the exposure time, and/or to reduce potential 
problems or expenses. 

MINE SAF=ETY AND HEALTH ADMINISTRATION (MSHA): This govern
ment agency is responsible for approving respiratory protection devices 
used in the workplace. 

MUTAGENICITY: Possessing the power, ability or tendency to produce 
genetic changes or mutations. 

NATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH 
(NIOSH): 
The U.S. government agency responsible for research regarding occu
pational safety and health issues in the workplace. They also approve 
appropriate salety equipment. such as hard hats, respirators, eye pro
tection, elc. 
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NON-FLAMMABLE: Not lIammable or readily ignitable. 

OCCUPA TlONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH ADMINISTRATION (OSHA): 
Federal agency that regulates worker health and safety procedures and 
practices. 

ODOR POTENTIAL: The 'possibillty of malodor being generated due to 
the fumigant having been in contact with certain materials. 

OUNCE-HOURS (OH) OR GRAM-HOURS: Dosage = concentration X 
hours exposure. 

OVICIDAL: Possessing the ability to kill the egg stage 01 an insect. 

PARTIAL PRESSURE (DALTON'S LAW): In any mixture 01 gases the 
total pressure is equal to the sum 01 the partial pressures each gas 
would exert were il present alone in the volume occupied by the mix
ture. The total pressure P is equal to the sum 01 the partial pressures 
01 Ihe individual gases. 

PARTS PER MILLION (PPM): A measure 01 the concentration of a 
substance, e.g., 10 ppm = 10 drops of water in a million drops. 

PERMISSIBLE EXPOSURE LIMIT (PEL): The eight-hour time weighted 
average acceptable inhalation exposure limit for any regulated sub
stance in the workplace. This exposure limit is enforced by OSHA and 
is the taw. 

PENETRATION: The passage of fumigant into or through an Object, 
such as Iiour, commodlties, wood, larps. SOil, elc. 

'POSTEMBRYONIC: The larval, pupal and adult stages of insects. 

POUNDS PER SQUARE INCH ABSOLUTE (PSIA): A measure of at w 

mospheric pressure. PSIG is pounds per square inch as measured by 
gauge. 

PULMONARY: Pertaining to, or allecling, the lungs. 

PULMONARY EDEMA: The presence of abnormally large amounts 01 
fluids in the intercellular spaces of the lungs. 

REACTIVITY: The ability of the fumigant to react with (combine with 
or change) other compounds in which it comes into contact. 

RELATIVE HUMIDITY: The ratio of the amount of water present In the 
air relative to the amount it could hold at 100% saturation; usually 
expressed in percent. 

RELEASE OF FUMIGANT: The actual introduction of fumigant into the 
fumigation space or site. 

RENAL: Relating to the kidneys. 

REVOlUTIONS PER MINUTE (RPM): A measure 01 fan speed. 

RODENTS: Any animal from the order Rodentia, such as mice and 
rats. SAFETY CAP: A covering that protects the cylinder valv$ from 
damage or accidental release of the fumigant. 

SAND SNAKES: Sandw or water-filled tubes made of material used to 
seal tarps to the ground to minimize release of the fumigant. 

SCBA . POSITIVE PRESSURE: Sell-contained breathing apparatus that 
maintains a slighlly positive pressure of air inside the lace piece at all 
times. 

SECONDARY LOCKS: Securing mechanisms used during tumigation 
to prevent inadvertent or Wegel entry to a structure under fumigation. 

SHORT-TERM EXPOSURE LIMIT (STEL): The lime-weighted average 
exposure limit for a particular compound, which should not be exceeded 
at any time during a work day, even if the eight hour time-weighted 
average is within the threshold limit value (TlV}. Exposures to this 
level of a compound should not be longer than 15 minutes and should 
not occur more than four limes per day. There should be 60 minutes 
between exposures in this range. 

SOLUBILITY: The capability of being dissolved in a solvent such as 
water. 

SORPTION: The uptake of gaseous fumigant resulting from the at
traction and retention by liquid and solid malerials present. If great 
enough, there is a gradual reduction of fumigant available to kill the 
target pest. Sorption may also negatively affect the penetrabillty of 
the gas. 

~8 r ~cr 
SPECIFIC GRAVITY: ThO ratIo 01 the weight 01 a body to that of an 
equal volume 01 some standard substance - water in the case of 
solids and liquids, air In the case at gases. The ratio 01 the mass of 
a liquid to the mass of an equal volume of water at 4°C. water = 1. 

SUBCHRONIC ORAL TOXICITY: The oral toxicity 01 a material deter
mined for an exposure period between an acute (24 hours) and chronic 
(weeks 10 months) in length. 

SULFURYL FLUOAIDE: The active ingredient 01 this prodUct. which is 
non-liammable, non-corrosive and does not cause undesirable odors, 
is a gas at temperatures above· 
SS'C (·67'F). 

TARPAULIN: Semi-permeable membranes used during tumigation to 
confine the fumigant in a specifiC area during the exposure periOd. 

TEMPERATURE (OC OR OF): The pesticidal actiVity of a fumigant vanes 
with temperature. The dosage requirements for this product are based 
on the mean temperature of Ihe coldest potential pest infested site in 
the structure. This temperature is nearly always represented by that 
01 the subarea soil or slab. A probe or surface thermometer can be 
used to measure temperature. It is very important to accumulate the 
proper ounce-~o_urs for the temperature that exists. 

TERATOGENIC: The potential for an effect to cause congenital abnor
mality. 

TERATOLOGY: The division of embryology and pathology that deals 
with abnormal development and congenital malformallons. 

THRESHOLD LIMIT VALUE (TLV): The time·weighted average concen
tration for a normal eight-hour day and 40-hour work week to which 
nearly all workers may be repeatedly exposed day-to-day without ad
verse ellects. 

VACUUM CHAMBER: Specially built steel chamber used lor fumiga
lion. After the material to be fumigated is placed in the chamber. air 
is evacuated by pumps. The fumigant is then admitted and rapidly 
fills all the air space previously occupied by air. 

VALVE STEM: Opening at the top of the cylinder through which the 
fumigant is released. 

VAPOR CORROSIVENESS: The tendency of the gas to corrode mate
rials. When property introduced. this product is not corrosive. 

VAPOR DENSITY: The weight ratio of a gas to air. 

VAPOR PRESSURE: The pressure exerted by a gas that is in equilib
rium with its solid or liquid state. The higher the vapor pressure, the 
more easily and rapidly a fumigant will diffuse and penetrate to reach 
a gas-air equilibrium and the more rapidly it will aerate and desorb. 

WATER SOLUBILITY: The ability 01 the fumigant 10 dissolve in water. 
The less soluble in water, the less that compound is attracted to and 
adsorbed on the surface of materials. It is also important when con
sidering penetration of the fumigant into soil moisture. 

WATER VAPOR: Water in the gaseous state. 

Manufactured By; 

Drexel Chemical Company 
P.O. BOX 13327, MEMPHIS. TN 38113-03:27 

.. 1'°9-'&1 
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HISTORY PAGE (MASTER FUME AG): 
2-03-06 - Set up specimen label for Master Fume AG based on Dow AgroSciences' ProFume label us
ing Drexel's standard format. Assigned printcode Master Fume-0206 Pending. cev. 

04-06-06 - Changed warranty statement with write-up from Stanley B. Changed printcode to Master Fume 
AG-0406 Pending. cev. 

08-01-06 - Changed "the Drexel Chemical's Masterate" to "Drexel Chemical's MasteRate" throughout 
text. Changed printcode to Master Fume AG-0706 Pending. cev. 
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